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Abstract

In the European Union (EU), the upcoming Euro-6d regulation will include Real
Driving Emissions (RDE), measured by a Portable Emission Measurement System
(PEMS). The regulation will comprise the on-road measurement of Diesel NOx

and Particle Number (PN) emissions on an RDE compliant test route. Chassis
dynamometer tests, such as the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC), are not
able to cover the entire spectrum of driving situations that occur during on-road
driving. On-road exhaust measurements depend on numerous conditions, such as
ambient temperature, driving style and road grade that can hardly be accounted
for in the test cell.

The present study addresses the impact of different driving conditions on on-
road exhaust emissions. The focus is on the characterisation of different driving
styles, the fraction of cold start emissions and the correlation with road grade
along a route profile, which are all expected to have a high impact on exhaust
emissions. Gaseous emission results for three Diesel vehicles (Euro-4, Euro-5 and
Euro-6.1) and PN measurements with a prototype PN PEMS for two gasoline
vehicles (Euro-5, Euro-6.1) are presented.

Correlation measurements of CO2 and NOx emissions were conducted between
the PEMS and the test cell which proved the PEMS results within a deviation
of 4 to 15% from the test cell. The PN PEMS showed a good agreement with
an established Particle Measurement Program (PMP) set-up down to emissions
of 1·1010 km−1. A PM PEMS was used in parallel for soot measurements as an
independent technique. PN-to-soot ratios were determined for both test cell and
on-road measurements, and appeared to be comparable at 1.3·1012 mg−1 indicating
a constant performance of the PN PEMS.

Different driving styles (soft, normal, severe) were characterized by several driv-
ing parameters. Especially acceleration based driving parameters Relative Positive
Acceleration (RPA), Mean Positive Acceleration (MPA) and v·apos95 were found
to show a good separation of different driving styles. Most notably, elevated
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RPA and MPA could explain increases of CO2, NOx and PN emissions during
severe driving. The comparison to reference data obtained from the World har-
monized Light-duty Test Cycle (WLTC, version 5.3) and from Field Operational
Tests (FOT) proved that the normal PEMS trips can be attributed to normal
driving.

The cold start effect was investigated down to ambient temperatures below 0°C.
A large cold start peak was observed, especially for CO, HC and PN emissions,
which constituted to a large fraction of the corresponding total emissions. Several
methods were applied to quantify cold start emissions during on-road driving and
define Cold Start Excess Emissions (CSEE).

Based on different altitude data sources, the route characteristics of four routes
were investigated applying the parameter Cumulated Altitude Gain (CAG). One
route had more than 100% as much CAG, leading to almost 100% higher distance
specific NOx emissions at similar driving dynamics. A filtering and a subsequent
smoothing process, as implemented in the RDE regulation draft, lowered the cu-
mulated altitude gain values by 40 to 50%. Based on repetitive measurements,
the road grades for two routes were calculated within 100m segments with an
average precision of 0.29% and 0.12%. CO2 and NOx emissions showed a linear
increase with road grade for all urban, rural and motorway parts. Larger emis-
sions at higher road grades could be explained by more frequent high engine load
points.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Global air pollution due to elevated Carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations has
captured public attention, especially considering global warming and the genera-
tion of greenhouse gases. Additionally, local air pollution due to Nitrogen diox-
ide (NO2) and Particulate Matter (PM) is a major problem in many urban areas
[Viana2014]. According to epidemiological studies, exposure to NO2 or PM are
attributed to a wide range of health effects including respiratory problems and
cancer [WHO2013; EEA2015AQ]. Particle size is a major factor for PM health
effects. Especially smaller particles with diameters in the nanometre range tend
to penetrate deep into the alveoli and cause additional diseases [Sehlstedt2007;
WHO2013PM].

Primary NO2 is the term for direct NO2 emissions and secondary NO2 is at-
tributed to the oxidation of Nitrogen oxide (NO) to NO2 in the atmosphere. By
convention, the sum of NO and NO2 is called Nitrogen oxides (NOx). During en-
gine combustion processes NOx is primarily produced at high combustion temper-
atures and large oxygen compounds [Bielaczyc2011]. In the European Union (EU)
road transport is one of the main contributors to local air pollution and made up
39% of the total NOx emissions in 2015 [EEAreport2016].

In the EU local air quality was improved by introducing emission limits for
passenger cars starting with the first Euro standard in 1990. The limits have
strictly been tightened until the current Euro-6 legislation with a NOx limit of
80 mg/km over the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) for light duty vehicles.
Consequently, NOx emissions decreased for 55% between 1990 and 2014 in the EU
[EEAreport2016].
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Chapter 1 Introduction

On the other hand, NO2 concentrations measured at roadside stations did not
show a corresponding effect [EEA2015pollutants]. Figure 1.1 shows the annual
NO2 averages since the year 1995 in Germany measured by traffic, rural and
urban background stations. Additionally, the bars represent the fraction of traffic
related NO2 stations which exceeded the annual limit value of 40 µg/cm−3 since
2001 (data taken from [UBAweb]).
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Figure 1.1: Annual mean NO2 concentrations measured by traffic, urban and rural
stations in Germany. The bars represent the fraction of traffic related
NO2 stations which exceeded the limit of 40 µg/cm−3 during each year
[UBAweb].

There is a small reduction of annual NO2 values with stations close to traffic
roads constantly exceeding the 40 µg/m3 annual limit value. According to the bars
shown in figure 1.1, 50 to 70% of the NO2 stations in Germany exceeded the annual
limit value during each year. This trend can be attributed to increasing dieseliza-
tion and to an on-road NOx performance of Diesel vehicles strongly diverging from
test cycle emission factors [EEA2015pollutants]. In 2014, Diesel passenger vehi-
cles contributed to a fraction of 67% to primary NO2 emissions in German traffic
[UBAweb]. In the UK, the elevated proportion of primary NO2 emitted from
Diesel vehicles led to an increasing NO2/NOx emission ratio [Carslaw2005].

PM is generally classified into primary and secondary particles. Primary parti-
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cles are directly emitted by natural or anthropogenic sources (e.g. vehicle ex-
haust), while secondary particles are formed by chemical reactions in the at-
mosphere [Viana2014]. PM10 and PM2.5 are defined as particles with diameters
≤10µm and ≤2.5µm, respectively. In recent years, nanoparticles with sub-micron
size typically <100nm have gained additional interest. In this regard, Particle
Number (PN) concentration became a more significant factor than total mass con-
centrations. Figure 1.2 shows that Direct Injection (DI) gasoline vehicles are pre-
dicted to have an increased contribution to solid PN emissions [Mamakos2011b].

Figure 1.2: Solid PN emissions from passenger cars and light duty vehicles classi-
fied into Diesel, port-fuel injection (PFI) and direct injection gasoline
(G-DI). The three line types for PFI and G-DI represent different pre-
dicted market shares [Mamakos2011b].

In 2011 the EU introduced a solid PN emission limit of 6·1011 km−1 for Diesel
vehicles additionally to total PM mass measured over a filter. Particle regulation
tests are conducted over the NEDC and according to the Particle Measurement
Program (PMP) [UNECE2011]. The introduction and application of the Diesel
Particulate Filter (DPF) enabled Diesel vehicles to meet this emission limit. With
the first stage of the Euro-6 regulation (Euro-6b) launched in September 2014, a
PN limit of 6·1012 km−1 was also imposed on DI gasoline vehicles [EU2012] and
will be lowered to 6·1011 km−1 in 2017, as already mandatory for Diesel vehicles.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Chassis dynamometer tests are continued to be applied for type approval under
laboratory conditions. However, the NEDC has been recognized as not covering
the full spectrum of driving situations that occur during on-road driving. Conse-
quently, there is a discrepancy between emissions obtained from on-road driving
and over the NEDC. Figure 1.3 shows the development of Euro-1 to Euro-6 type
approval NOx limits for Diesel passenger cars and corresponding real-world NOx

data collected from TNO [TNO2013]. The pre-Euro-6 data was taken from the
first Euro-6 Diesel vehicles on the US market in 2010.

Figure 1.3: Discrepancy between real-world and type approval NOx emissions from
Diesel passenger cars since the Euro-1 legislation [TNO2013].

Since the Euro-1 legislation in 1992/1993 the NOx type approval limit for Diesel
vehicles was periodically tightened from 900 mg/km to 80 mg/km for Euro-6.
While the NOx emission limits were reduced by more than a factor of 10, real-
world data did not show a corresponding decrease. Figure 1.3 shows that mo-
torway emissions remained stable between 400 and 600mg and urban traffic NOx

emissions decreased only four times from Euro-1 to Euro-6. The main reason for
this increasing gap between type approval and real-world NOx is an augmented
use of external factors that are not considered in the type-approval process, such
as air conditioning or media systems.
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For Euro-6d both the EU Commission as well as the car manufacturers are
working on the development and implementation of Real Driving Emissions (RDE)
which includes the regulation of Diesel NOx and PN. On-road emissions will be
measured by mobile measurement devices called Portable Emission Measurement
System (PEMS). PN emissions are currently subject of research; corresponding
PN PEMS devices are still under development.

For on-road emissions additional boundary conditions need to be defined, e.g.
driving style, road grade, ambient temperature [HBEFA2.1], traffic situations
[VanMierlo2004] and road type [Huang2013]. Some boundary conditions are al-
ready taken into account in the RDE regulation draft (3rd package) [RDE2016],
such as the admissible ambient temperature range, basic driving parameters (max-
imum motorway speed, minimum urban speed, idle fraction) and trip requirements
(composition, duration, distance, altitude). However, some boundary conditions
still need to be defined in order to exclude non-normal or non-representative driv-
ing situations.

Several contemporary studies dealt with the absolute amounts of pollutants
by Euro-6 vehicles and related these results with Euro-6 emission limits and test
cycle results [ICCT2014; ODriscoll2016; TNO2016a; TNO2016b]. This kind of
study required a large fleet of vehicles with lots of test data in order to generate
statistically relevant numbers. However, the reasons for the differences between
on-road and test cell were hardly investigated, although parameters impacting
engine load are recognized to change fuel consumption and especially emissions. In
the present study, the impact of driving conditions on on-road exhaust emissions
of Diesel and gasoline passenger vehicles is investigated. More specifically, the
influence of driving style, the cold start effect and the relevance of road grade is
addressed.

Driving style has been characterized by several methods and it was always
found to have a significant impact on exhaust emissions [ICCT2014; Fonseca2010].
Standard driving parameters need to be defined in order to characterize different
driving styles. Based on repeatability evaluations, the impact of different driving
styles on exhaust emissions is investigated.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

With reference to chassis dynamometer tests, the cold start effect normally
lasts for a few minutes but makes up a major part of CO, HC and PN emissions
over the complete trip [Bielaczyc1997; Weilenmann2005; Reiter2016]. According
to the RDE regulation, the implementation of the cold start phase is still under
discussion. The end of the cold start phase can be defined in different ways while
the calculation method of Cold Start Excess Emissions (CSEE) has been developed
for test cell conditions and needs to be carried over to on-road operation. Still, a
major unknown aspect is the correlation of ambient conditions with the cold start
emissions.

Road grade has a significant impact on exhaust emissions [Boriboonsomsin2009;
Meccariello2014; Prati2015], however, a consistent methodology to address road
grade during on-road driving remains to be determined. The magnitude of road
gradients over a test route can be characterized by the parameter Cumulated
Altitude Gain (CAG) but the application of data sources, as distinguished from
the Global Positioning System (GPS), provides a benefit in accuracy and repro-
ducibility. Based on such data sources, road grade is calculated with a statistically
relevant precision and in a next step the correlation with exhaust emissions is eval-
uated.

6



Chapter 2

Experimental Methods and
Preparation

2.1 Laboratory Chassis Dynamometer

For passenger vehicles, chassis dynamometer tests are applied for emission testing
in the EU since the Euro-1 regulation in 1992. The current Euro-6 legislation
includes the regulation of CO, NOx, HC (Diesel: HC + NOx, gasoline: also Non-
Methane Hydrocarbons (NMHC)), PM and PN and separate emission limits are
imposed on Diesel and gasoline vehicles. In the test cell, the vehicle is placed on a
roller bench which simulates the inertia mass and driving resistances while driving
a specified velocity-time pattern (emission test cycle). Road load parameters have
to be pre-determined which represent the aerodynamic and inertia friction losses
characteristic for each test vehicle [UNECE2011].

In the present study, well-established laboratory measurements were primarily
applied for the validation of the on-road measurement devices regarding gaseous
and PN emissions (cf. chapter 3). The laboratory tests were conducted on the
chassis dynamometers at the Ford research and innovation centre in Aachen and at
the development centre in Cologne. Several driving cycles were applied including
the NEDC and World harmonized Light-Duty Test Cycle (WLTC) starting with
a cold engine after soaking the vehicle for at least eight hours. All laboratory
measurements were conducted according to current legislative procedures for type
approval including the ambient temperature range (between 20 and 30°C) and
absolute humidity in the test cell [UNECE2011].

7



Chapter 2 Experimental Methods and Preparation

2.1.1 Emission Test Cycles

Emission test cycles prescribe a specified velocity-time pattern applied on a chassis
dynamometer for emission measurements. A number of driving cycles are applied
for regulation purposes, such as the NEDC in the EU, the FTP-75 in the United
States or the JC08 in Japan [Tutuianu2013]. In the present work, laboratory
results of the NEDC and the WLTC are presented. Figure 2.1 shows the velocity-
time patterns of the NEDC (top) and the WLTC (bottom).
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Figure 2.1: Time traces of the emission test cycles NEDC (upper figure) and
WLTC (lower figure).
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2.1 Laboratory Chassis Dynamometer

The NEDC is the current legislative cycle in the EU [Samuel2002]. Originally
developed for comparing all types of passenger vehicles including also low-powered
engines, the NEDC is characterized by moderate accelerations and a small engine
power demand. In the first phase, the Urban Driving Cycle (UDC), the same driv-
ing pattern is repeated four times and enables the direct comparison of similar
driving situations. The second phase is the Extra Urban Driving Cycle (EUDC)
which represents motorway driving up to a velocity of 120 km/h (cf. figure 2.1).
The tested vehicles are prescribed into NEDC reference mass classes, which is
normally the lowest mass available for this vehicle type. Road load parameters
are allowed to be determined by road coast down tests under ideal conditions
in terms of low resistance tires, best aerodynamic and ambient conditions [UN-
ECE2011]. All these influences normally lead to underestimated emissions in the
NEDC compared to on-road measurements [Tutuianu2015; ODriscoll2016].

As part of the World harmonized Light-Duty Test Procedure (WLTP), the
WLTC was developed in order to represent a more realistic driving cycle based
on real-world traffic data [Demuynck2012; Tutuianu2013]. In the present study,
WLTC refers to the latest version 5.3 for light duty vehicles of class 3. Compared
to the NEDC, the WLTC includes a more realistic driving profile (cf. figure 2.1)
including stronger accelerations, less idling phases and a higher power demand
[Tsokolis2016]. Based on the minimum or maximum unladen mass and the best
or worst rolling and aerodynamic resistance for each vehicle model, two sets of
road load parameters are determined representing the lowest (WLTP-low) and the
highest energy demand (WLTP-high) for this vehicle model [Dimaratos2016]. In
future EU legislation, the WLTC will replace the NEDC for laboratory regulation
purposes, and emissions are regulated in combination with RDE measurements
[Tutuianu2013].

2.1.2 Gaseous Emission Analytics

In the EU legislation regulated gaseous emissions are sampled out of a Constant
Volume Sampler (CVS) and accumulated over the complete test. In the CVS the
exhaust of the vehicle is diluted by filtered ambient air to maintain a constant flow.

9



Chapter 2 Experimental Methods and Preparation

The diluted sample is collected in bags and the concentrations of the regulated
pollutants are measured after the test using a Non-Dispersive Infra-Red (NDIR)
analyser for CO and CO2, a Flame Ionisation Detector (FID) for total HC and a
Non-Dispersive Ultra-Violet (NDUV) or Chemiluminescence Analyzer (CLA) for
NOx. The total mass emissions during the complete test are computed by the
sample concentrations inside the bags and the total volume measured during the
test [UNECE2011].

The bag method yields robust results, however, emission behaviour is not able
to be linked to specific events during the test. Therefore, modal measurements
were conducted during the laboratory tests additionally to the bag method. Raw
exhaust emission samples were taken on a second-by-second basis and concen-
trations were recorded by an Fourier Transform Infra-Red spectroscopy (FTIR)
analyser as well as a FID for total HC. In this way, driving situations could di-
rectly be linked to the corresponding pollutant and emission time traces could be
compared to those from the PEMS [TNO2016a].

2.1.3 PMP-Setup

The type approval measurement methodology for solid, non-volatile PN emissions
was developed in the framework of the PMP. Since Euro-5.1 and Euro-6 a PN
limit is imposed on Diesel and DI gasoline vehicles measured according to the
PMP, respectively [EU2012].

A PMP-system samples diluted exhaust directly out of the CVS (cf. figure 3.5).
Coarse particles > 2.5µm are removed from the sample by a Pre-Classifier (PCF).
The sample is conditioned in the Volatile Particle Remover (VPR) which consists
of a Particle Number Diluter (PND) (PND1), an Evaporation Tube (ET) and a
second PND (PND2). The VPR ensures that no volatile or semi-volatile particles
remain in the sample but evaporate prior to the detector. The focus on solid
particles is necessary because droplets of volatile or semi-volatile particles derive
from cooling or dilution in the transfer lines and not during combustion in the
engine. Their formation is strongly dependent on temperature, humidity and
volume flow with a strong test-to-test variability [Kasper2008].
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2.2 On-road Emission Measurement Setup

Particle detection is performed in the Particle Number Counter (PNC) which
is based on the principle of a Condensation Particle Counter (CPC). The CPC
applies a light scattering method and detects particles with a frequency of about
1Hz. Small particles are coated by a liquid in a heated saturation chamber, so
that the CPC is able to detect nano-particles that have been enlarged to droplets
of around 1µm in diameter. However, there is a trade-off between the detection
of small particles and the nucleation of droplets without a particle inside. Thus,
CPCs are calibrated to have a 50% counting efficiency at 23nm that converges to
100% for particles larger than 100nm [Kasper2008].

In the present study, the laboratory PN measurements were conducted in order
to compare the results obtained by the PMP-system with those from the on-
road PN measurement system. Both systems are depicted in figure 2.4 and the
specifications are compared in table 2.1.

2.2 On-road Emission Measurement Setup

2.2.1 Gaseous Measurements

On-road emission measurements were conducted using a Semtech-DS (Sensors
Inc., Saline, Michigan, USA) which measured Carbon monoxide (CO), CO2, NO,
NO2 and the total amount of Hydrocarbons (HC). The Semtech-DS fulfilled of-
ficial testing requirements and was designed to match the analytical performance
of laboratory grade instrumentation [Sensors2006]. As the utilized PEMS was
originally constructed for heavy duty application, the main unit including equip-
ment made up almost 80kg extra weight excluding a necessary battery pack. As
an example, a complete PEMS set-up for a passenger vehicle is depicted in figure
2.2.

The device was fixed inside the trunk of the test vehicle and connected close to
the tailpipe to an Exhaust Flow Meter (EFM) (Sensors Inc.) The heated sampling
line was set to a temperature of 190°C in order to avoid condensation processes
of HC. For on-road operation the measurement of HC is not practical due to
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battery
pack

heated
sample
line

EFM
EFM

control unit

Gas
PEMS

Figure 2.2: An example PEMS set-up showing the gas PEMS with accessories.

considerable power consumption and weight as well as the requirement to carry a
hydrogen bottle (not visible in figure 2.2) for the operation of the FID. Thus, in
the future RDE regulation the measurement of HC will likely not be included. In
the present study, HC emissions were measured during all PEMS trips, primarily
in order to investigate the cold start behaviour (cf. section 4.2).

A battery pack consisting of three to four lead acid batteries with a capacity
of 285 to 380Ah mounted inside the trunk supplied power for the instruments.
Several sensors fixed to the roof of the car recorded ambient temperature, rel-
ative humidity and GPS data. In addition, Engine Control Unit (ECU) data
was recorded directly by the PEMS (On-Board Diagnostic (OBD) data) or us-
ing a CANalyzer software and the VN1610 hardware (Vector Informatik GmbH,
Stuttgart, Germany). All in all, the measurement equipment depicted in figure
2.2 had a total weight of almost 160kg [Gallus2017].

The working principle of the PEMS and the flow of the collected exhaust are
outlined in figure 2.3. For illustration, the analysers are coloured red and addi-
tional equipment is coloured green. A more detailed description of the PEMS can
be found in the manual [Sensors2006].
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Heated Sample Line Filter

Chiller and
Filter

Control Management

FID
(HC)

NDUV
(NO/NO2)

NDIR
(CO/CO2)

EFM

OBD GPS

Temperature
and Humidity

Figure 2.3: Schematic principle of the PEMS. The exhaust flow depicted by the
black arrows passes the analyzers FID, NDUV and NDIR detecting
CO/CO2, NO/NO2 and HC concentrations, respectively. Additionally
GPS, OBD and ambient conditions are recorded. This figure is based
on [Merkisz2016].

The exhaust was collected with a constant rate of 7 l/min at the tailpipe of
the vehicle. It passed the heated sample line (length 3m) and coarse particles
were filtered before the sample reached the sensors. A FID measured HC up to a
concentration of 40000 ppmC (measured as concentration of carbon-atoms). The
FID was followed by a thermoelectric chiller combined with a coalescent filter. At
this point, water vapour and heavy HC were removed from the sample that could
cause interferences and contamination in the subsequent sensors [Sensors2006].

The NDIR detector measured CO and CO2 concentrations by an infra-red light
source. The maximum range of the CO analyser was up to 8% which is large
compared to typical exhaust concentrations of 0.1%. Therefore, the CO analyser
was primarily applied to cold start emissions, where such high concentrations
were expected. An ultra-violet lamp was applied in the NDUV detector, which
measured NO and NO2 concentrations independently. After the measurements,
the PEMS software applied a dry-to-wet correction on the measured CO, CO2,
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Chapter 2 Experimental Methods and Preparation

NO and NO2 concentrations due to the water that was removed prior to the
concentration measurements [Sensors2006].

Before and after each measurement, a zero test as well as a span gas calibration
with known gas concentrations were conducted. If either the zero or span drift
over a measurement was not within the admissible range suggested by the RDE
regulation [RDE2016], the measurement was not valid and had to be repeated.

An EFM measured the mass flow of the exhaust directly at the tailpipe. Based
on the continuity equation the standard volumetric flow at 20°C and 1 atmo-
sphere was calculated by the PEMS software. Instantaneous mass emissions were
obtained by the multiplication of the volumetric exhaust flow with the wet con-
centrations and the corresponding standard density for each constituent [Sen-
sors2006].

The measurement frequency of the PEMS was physically limited by the NDIR
analyser at 0.833Hz. For the measurements, the CO and CO2 data were interpo-
lated to 1Hz, so that all signals were available with the same frequency of 1Hz.
The measured concentrations and the exhaust flow required a precise time align-
ment. Both the exhaust concentration and the exhaust flow were collected at the
tailpipe of the vehicle, thus, the length of the heated sample line and the internal
distances between the gas analysers had to be considered for the time alignment.
Due to the constant sampling rate of the instrument, the residence time in the
sample line and in the internal connections of the PEMS could be determined
[Sensors2006].

2.2.2 Additional Particulate Equipment

On-road PN measurements were conducted by a pre-series instrument Nanomet3-
PS manufactured by Matter Aerosol AG (Testo company, Switzerland). The
PN PEMS was designed to be comparable to the current PMP regulation [UN-
ECE2011] regarding the PN measurement on chassis dynamometers in terms of
particle conditioning and detection parameters. The main characteristics of both
instruments are compared in table 2.1 [Gallus2016].
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2.2 On-road Emission Measurement Setup

PN PEMS
(present study)

PMP set-up
(Regulation 83)

Sampling position Raw exhaust Constant volume sampler

Calibration Factory calibration with
CAST soot particles
(80nm), no calibration
directly before the
measurements

Calibration using a
traceable standard within
a 12 month period by
comparison with a
calibrated aerosol

electrometer or a second
calibrated PNC

Exhaust
conditioning

method

Hot Dilution and
evaporation tube

Hot Dilution and
evaporation tube

Dilution Rotating disk diluter
(factors: 10, 100, 300)

PND1 (& PND2) (typical
factors: 100 to 20000)

Detection method Corona charger Condensation Particle
Counter

Concentration
range (sensor)

10·103 to 10·106 cm−3 0 to 10·104 cm−3

Concentration
range (diluted)

3·103 to 3·108 cm−3 < 2·102 to > 1·109 cm−3

(at typical CVS dilution)

Limit of detection
counter

1000 cm−3 ≤ 0.2 cm−3

Limit of detection
system

Typical 1·104 to 3·105 cm−3

(raw exhaust, dependent on
dilution)

typical 20 to 400 cm−3

(from CVS, dependent on
dilution)

Particle Size 10 to 300nm 23 to 2500nm

Table 2.1: Specifications of the PN PEMS [Matter2013] compared to the PMP
set-up [UNECE2011]
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Figure 2.4 shows a schematic view of the device in comparison to a test cell
PMP system. The PN PEMS sampled raw exhaust directly from the tailpipe
while the PMP system collected aged particles out of a CVS. Thus, a different
shape of the particle peaks was expected for the PN PEMS compared to the PMP
results. However, the total PN was supposed to be in the same range, not taking
into account coagulation and thermophoretic losses.

evaporation
tube

hot
dilution

VPR

evaporation
tube

PND1
hot dilution

VPR

PND2
cool dilution

corona
charger

induction &
diffusion stage

particle detection

backup
filter

CVS tunnel

PNC

PN PEMS

PMP

Figure 2.4: Schematics of the PN PEMS that collects the exhaust directly at the
tailpipe compared to a test cell PMP system [Gallus2016].

Comparable to the PMP procedure, sample conditioning in the PN PEMS took
place in a VPR consisting of a hot diluter and an ET. The sample passed a hot
dilution in a rotating disk diluter at 150°C with dilution factors of 10, 100 or
300 and was heated to 300°C in the ET. In the subsequent cooling down zone
according to the manufacturer no recondensation occured because the dilution
factor was set to a high enough value, so that the sample did not pass its dew
point [Matter2013].
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2.2 On-road Emission Measurement Setup

The particle measurement principle of the PN PEMS was completely different
compared to the CPCs of PMP systems (table 2.1). In the particle detector
the aerosol was charged by a unipolar corona diffusion charger and the resulting
current was measured in two stages. In the diffusion stage particles were deposited
by diffusion processes while the remaining particles were collected in the filter
stage. In both stages the electrical current was measured using two sensitive
electrometers. Based on the ratio of both electrometer signals, the mean particle
size was able to be estimated [Matter2013].

Diffusion chargers were found to show a non-linear size dependent efficiency
curve because larger particles can carry more charges leading to higher currents
[Giechaskiel2014]. The efficiency was defined as the ratio of the detected and the
true inlet PN concentration. The exponent of the efficiency function for the PN
PEMS in other studies was reported as 1.1 [Fierz2008], 1.125 [Fierz2011] and 1.13
[Matter2013]. The PN PEMS was factory calibrated using monodisperse soot par-
ticles at 80nm [Matter2013], thus, there was a well-known deviation for particles
larger or smaller than 80nm. Figure 2.5 shows experimental data obtained from
literature illustrating the difference of the PN PEMS and the PMP system [JR-
Creport2014]. In this case, the PN PEMS was calibrated with a monodisperse
NaCl aerosol at 90nm and another unknown polydisperse aerosol.

The PN on-road measurements were conducted using gasoline operated Euro-
5 passenger vehicles V4 and V5 (cf. table 2.2). Additionally to the gaseous
equipment described in the last section, the set-up is augmented by the PN PEMS.
The device was also mounted inside the trunk of the car and connected at the
tailpipe close to the EFM which was controlled by the gas PEMS (cf. figure 2.6).
A fourth lead acid battery was added to the battery pack because of an elevated
power demand, compared to the gaseous measurements.

In addition, for some correlation tests the vehicle was equipped with an AVL
M.O.V.E. PM PEMS fixed on the back-seat of the vehicle. In parallel to the PN
PEMS, the PM PEMS was connected to the EFM and measured soot by applying a
photo-acoustic detection method [AVL2012]. The entire measurement equipment
consisting of gas PEMS, PN PEMS, PM PEMS and accessories resulted in a total
extra weight of roughly 280kg.
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Chapter 2 Experimental Methods and Preparation

Figure 2.5: Difference of the efficiency curves of the PN PEMS and the PMP
system obtained from [JRCreport2014]. Note that in this study the
PN PEMS was calibrated with a monodisperse aerosol at 90nm and a
polydisperse aerosol.

In order to calculate PN in particles per second, the PN concentration mea-
sured by the PN PEMS was multiplied with the exhaust flow measured by the
EFM. Similar to the gaseous measurements, the result was very sensitive to off-
sets between these two signals because of different time bases. The time alignment
was realized by adjusting the first increase of the PN concentration signal to the
first increase of the CO signal that was provided by the gas PEMS and already
time aligned with the exhaust flow. The soot mass in milligrams per second was
based on the soot concentration measured by the PM PEMS and was calculated
by analogy with the PN data.

2.3 Test Vehicles

Table 2.2 shows a list of the different vehicles used for the gaseous and PN mea-
surements presented in this study. PEMS trips were conducted with three Diesel
vehicles V0, V1, V2 that were all equipped with a DPF leading to very low PN
emissions. Thus, no Diesel particle measurements were investigated. Vehicle V0
was a Euro-4 light commercial vehicle (class M1G-AF) with elevated emission
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Engine

PN PEMS

PM PEMSGas PEMS

battery
pack

EFM
control
unit

EFM

heated
sample lines

Figure 2.6: PN real world instrumentation consisting of a PN PEMS, a PM PEMS,
and an EFM controlled by the gas PEMS [Gallus2016].

limits. Vehicle V2 was a prototype Euro-6 equipped with a NOx aftertreatment
system. The two gasoline vehicles V3, V4 were primarily used for particulate
emissions and additionally equipped with the PN PEMS and partly with the PM
PEMS for soot measurements.

The measurement equipment led to a distinct increase of the total vehicle mass
close to the gross vehicle mass of the vehicles. Due to the elevated total mass of
the test vehicles higher fuel consumption as well as a larger amount of gaseous
and PN emissions were expected. The equilibrium of forces for a vehicle of mass
M with a total acceleration of ~̇v is given in equation 2.1 [Bae2001].

M · ~̇v = ~Froll + ~Fair + ~Fdownhill + ~Fpowertrain (2.1)

The power that the engine has to provide is the product of the powertrain force
and the corresponding velocity of the vehicle (cf. equation 2.2):

Ppowertrain = ~Fpowertrain · ~v (2.2)

Based on equations 2.1 and 2.2, figure 2.7 shows the additional power that was
provided by the engine of vehicle V1 (mass ≈ 1450kg) due to an additional mass
of 170kg. The resulting power values were dependent on the current velocity and
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Engine
type

Euro
norm

Engine
dis-
place-
ment

Engine
power

Gear shift Addi-
tional
PEMS
weight

Fraction
of gross
vehicle
weight

V0 Diesel Euro-4 2.4l 132kW 6-gear
manual

170kg n/a

V1 Diesel Euro-5 1.6l 77kW 6-gear
manual

170kg 89%

V2 Diesel prototype
Euro-6d

2.0l 132kW 6-gear au-
tomatic

197kg 97%

V3 DI
Gasoline

Euro-5 2.0l 147kW 6-gear au-
tomatic

280kg n/a

V4 DI
Gasoline

prototype
Euro-6b

1.0l 92kW 6-gear au-
tomatic

200kg n/a

Table 2.2: Basic information about the tested vehicles. The fraction of the gross
vehicle weight includes a 75kg driver.

acceleration of the vehicle.

Most of the impact of the additional mass was theoretically found for urban
driving (up to 50 km/h) with a contribution of the extra mass of more than 10%
to the total engine power. Note that the mean positive acceleration for a normal
PEMS trip was around 0.5 m/s2 (cf. section 4.1). In this study, the impact
of driving conditions was primarily investigated by relative and not by absolute
increases of emission values.

2.4 Route Selection

Table 2.3 presents the different routes that were chosen for the measurement series
in this study. Routes with different characteristics, such as trip composition,
location and road grade were used for the emission measurements. Routes R0,
R1 and R2 were closed cycles, i.e. with equal start and end points. In the RDE
regulation draft a maximum altitude difference between start and end of the route
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Figure 2.7: Calculation of additional power due to extra mass of the measurement
equipment.

is defined as 100m. This restriction is necessary, so that the route is not designed
to include a large fraction of downhill segments, leading to an emission benefit
on this route. The altitude difference between start and end point of Route R3
accounted for 40m.

Route R0 consisted of an urban section repeated twice and a second section
with rural and motorway parts. The urban section was about 15.6km and led
through the city centre of Aachen, Germany, mostly with a maximum speed of
50 km/h and some short segments of 70 km/h. The second section of route R0
consisted of a long motorway part and some rural parts in the surroundings of
Aachen. The total distance of this section was about 50.5km partly without speed
limit. One complete PEMS evaluation run on route R0 resulted to an average run
time of about 102 minutes and a total distance of about 81.7km.

Route R0 was mainly designed for cold and warm start comparisons. For this
purpose, the urban section was driven at different ambient temperatures rang-
ing from -3 to 28°C and followed by an immediate second urban trip right after
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Location Average
duration

Distance Distance
share of

urban/ rural/
motorway

R0 Urban: Aachen (2x)
Rural/motorway:
Aldenhoven, A4 to Aachen
(Germany)

102 min 82km 32/28/40%

R1 Urban: Aachen
Rural: Eschweiler, Jülich
Motorway: A4 to Aachen
(Germany)

103 min 86km 32/35/34%

R2 Urban: Bishop’s Stortford
Rural: Newport
Motorway: M11 to Stansted
(UK)

99 min 77km 33/32/34%

R3 Urban: Aachen (Germany),
Eupen
Rural: N68 to Hockai
Motorway: E42 to Herve
(Belgium)

107 min 85km 33/32/34%

Table 2.3: Overview of the investigated routes. While routes R0, R1 and R2 show
similar characteristics, route R3 was designed with respect to more
pronounced road gradients and larger absolute altitudes.

the urban cold start in order to guarantee a real hot engine and similar driving
conditions.

The standard route R1 (cf. table 2.3) was designed with respect to the RDE
regulation draft [RDE2016]. A specific distance share of urban (34 -5/+10%),
rural (33 ± 10%) and motorway (33 ± 10%) was met based on Google map data.
The motorway section needed to have at least 10 minutes above 100 km/h and
the urban part at most 20% idle fraction.

The total distance of route R1 was about 86km with an equal distance share
of urban, rural and motorway parts. The urban part led through the city centre
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of Aachen, Germany with a maximum speed of 50 km/h followed by a rural part
to the city of Düren with mainly 70 km/h and some 100 km/h maximum speed
sections. The motorway part led back to Aachen mostly without speed limit. One
complete PEMS trip took between 100 and 110 minutes. All PEMS trips on route
R1 were started with a cold engine at ambient temperatures ranging from -1 to
29°C [Gallus2017].

Route R2 was situated close to Stansted in Great Britain. A distinctive feature
about this route is the limited maximum velocity on the motorway of 112 km/h
(70 mph). Route R3 led partly through Germany but for the most part through
Belgium. This route was designed with respect to an elevated amount of hilly
sections up to a maximum altitude of almost 700m.
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Chapter 3

Validation of PEMS Instrumentation

The chassis dynamometer tests were conducted at the Ford Innovation and Re-
search Centre in Aachen as described earlier in chapter 2. The results of the
emission test cycles NEDC and WLTC are presented in this chapter. Both test
cycles were characterized by a range of parameters and compared to on-road data
(4.1). The driving parameters Mean Positive Acceleration (MPA) and Relative
Positive Acceleration (RPA) are defined by the vehicle acceleration which is di-
rectly calculated based on the velocity signal of the vehicle. Assuming a velocity
signal with n data points, the acceleration is calculated according to equation
3.1.

ai = vi+1 − vi−1

∆t where 1 < i < n (3.1)

a0 = 0
an = an−1

The MPA is a measure for the average accelerations occurring during a specific
driving cycle or on-road test. In this study, positive accelerations a+

i are defined as
accelerations larger than 0.1 m/s2. The formula for the MPA is given in equation
3.2 with n+ as the number of data points with positive acceleration.

MPA = 1
n+

∑
i

a+
i (3.2)

The parameter RPA represents the power that is performed by a vehicle during a
test run. It is calculated as the sum of the velocity weighted positive acceleration
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signal according to equation 3.3.

RPA = 1
d

∑
i

vi · a+
i ·∆t (3.3)

The parameters for the test cycles NEDC and WLTC are summarized in table
3.1. Due to different definitions of the acceleration or thresholds for positive
accelerations, some values can partly vary from values found in the literature
[Samuel2002; Tutuianu2013].

cycle dura-
tion
[s]

dis-
tance
[km]

mean
velo-
city

[km/h]

max.
velo-
city

[km/h]

idle
frac-
tion
[%]

max.
accele-
ration
[m/s2]

MPA
[m/s2]

RPA
[m2/s3]

NEDC 1181 11.0 33.6 120.0 26.0 1.042 0.489 0.110
WLTC 1800 23.3 46.5 131.3 14.3 1.583 0.497 0.145

Table 3.1: NEDC and WLTC driving parameters [Samuel2002; Tutuianu2013].

All measurements were performed according to the current legislative pro-
cedures for type approval [UNECE2011]. The model MEXA-2000SPCS from
Horiba was used as PMP-conform instrument. Several driving cycles such as
NEDC, WLTC and other laboratory cycles representing on-road driving were
conducted with different test vehicles (Diesel and gasoline) with emissions over
a large range.

3.1 Gaseous Emissions

3.1.1 Repeatability

Figure 3.1 shows the gaseous emissions of NEDC and WLTC tests measured by
the test cell devices. The WLTC tests were conducted using WLTC shift points
and road load from a similar vehicle. The mean and the standard deviation of
several runs are represented by the bar height and the range bar, respectively.
The Coefficient of Variance (CoV), which is the ratio of the standard deviation
and the mean value, is expressed in percentage at the bottom of every bar.
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Figure 3.1: Repeatability of several NEDC and WLTC runs.

As expected, the NEDC cycle shows smaller distance specific CO2 and NOx

emissions, as this cycle is much softer compared to the WLTC (compare table
3.1) and is conducted with lower road load. On the other hand, CO and HC
emissions are lower on the WLTC. These types of emissions appear primarily
in the cold start phase during the first minutes of the cycles (cf. in more detail
chapter 4.2) when the catalyst is not fully warmed-up. Due to an elevated engine
load in the WLTC, the catalyst is warmed up more quickly so that the cold start
phase takes less time. Additionally, this cold start effect is mitigated in the WLTC
due to the total distance being more than double as large compared to the NEDC
(cf. table 3.1).

Note that the NEDC tests were not conducted for certification purposes which
include many more details specified by the EU, e.g. the best choice of tires or
the best preconditioning of the vehicle. For that reason, NEDC emissions partly
exceed the Euro-5 limits for NOx (180 mg/km) and CO (500 mg/km). However,
the purpose here is to show the expected repeatability of test cell measurements
and set this as a basis for the on-road trips.

The repeatability is different for each of the emission gases. Although the test
conditions were similar for all tests, there are non-reproducible testing conditions
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as well as inaccuracies of the measurement equipment that cause different emission
values.

Figure 3.1 shows the best repeatability for CO2 emissions with a CoV of 1-3%.
Compared to the other emissions, CO2 was emitted at a much larger concentration
and can be measured much more accurately. Additionally, the time delay of the
exhaust arriving the analysers is optimized for CO2 measurements. The CoV for
NOx is on a level of 10% over the WLTC and 20% over the NEDC. The NOx

aftertreatment technology in this vehicle is a Lean NOx Trap (LNT), which was
designed to reduce NOx emissions at lower engine load. This strongly depended
on the history of the LNT at the start of the cycle, thus, different starting points
led to different NOx results. CO and HC emissions showed a poor repeatability of
20 to 30%. The CoV for HC over the WLTC was even higher, however, occurring
on a very low emission level.

3.1.2 Correlation of PEMS with Test Cell

Correlation tests were performed between test cell and PEMS equipment. Figure
3.2 shows distance specific CO2 and NOx emissions obtained from different test
cycles in order to cover a larger range of emissions.

Both CO2 and NOx data show a linear correlation with R2 values of 0.94 and
0.96, respectively. The slope of the linear regression lines deviate from the 1:1
correlation for 15 and 4% for CO2 and NOx, respectively, i.e. PEMS values are
generally slightly above test cell values. Note that test cell and PEMS distance
specific emissions are calculated based on different exhaust flows measured at
different positions. Generally, there is a good agreement between PEMS values
and the established test cell equipment.

3.2 Particulate Emissions

The performance of the PN PEMS was investigated by the correlation of experi-
mental data with results obtained with established regulatory test cell equipment.
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Figure 3.2: Correlation map of distance specific gaseous emissions on different
cycles between PEMS and test cell.

The preconditioning stage consisting of a hot diluter and an evaporation tube
from the PN PEMS is similar to the PMP equipment, however, the measurement
position as well as the detector principle are different (cf. chapter 2).

Second-by-second PN (in particles per second) was obtained by multiplying the
PN concentration provided by the PN PEMS with the exhaust volume which was
measured at the CVS tunnel. The result is very sensitive to the time alignment
between concentration and exhaust volume, a few seconds offset can cause up to
50% PN difference over the complete test cycle. The PN PEMS concentration has
a different time basis compared to the PN counts and the exhaust volume provided
by the test cell. Therefore, the PN PEMS concentration trace was shifted in steps
of 1s relative to the exhaust flow of the test cell. In each step the PN PEMS result
in s−1 was calculated by multiplying PN concentration with the exhaust volume
and the mean quadratic deviation from the PMP PN counts was calculated. The
best time alignment between PN PEMS and test cell equipment was then given
by the lowest deviation value. This least square method does not determine the
best correlation between peaks of concentration and exhaust volume, because the
exhaust volume is detected instantaneously after generation in the engine, whereas
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particles need some time in the order of seconds to be transported to the tailpipe.

3.2.1 Correlation of PN PEMS with PMP

Figure 3.3 shows two PN time traces visualizing the correlation of the results
obtained with the PN PEMS and the PMP set-up in the test cell. The upper
graphs show measurements with the gasoline vehicle V4 (cf. table 2.2) on a
WLTC 5.3 having PN emissions in the 1·1012 km−1 range.

The PN PEMS emission data deviate less than 5% from the PMP results.
Corresponding peaks from the PN PEMS and the test cell particle counter are
at the same positions, however, their shape appears to be different. The test cell
peaks are lower and wider, which is mainly due to the sampling position. The
Integral over every single peak is within the experimental error identical for both
measuring techniques. Particle losses due to thermophoresis or coagulation are
accounted for in the calibration of the PN PEMS.

DPF equipped Diesel vehicles emitted significantly lower overall PN emissions
(bottom graphs of figure 3.3) in the range of 1·109 km−1 over the NEDC. The
results from the PN PEMS differ for more than one order of magnitude from the
corresponding test cell values and also the peak correlation is much worse. At
this low emission level the PN PEMS reaches its detection limit: The mean sensor
concentration during this run was around 500 cm−3, which is below the detection
limit given by the manufacturer (cf. table 2.1). Considering a typical dilution
of 10 at this emission level, the mean concentration in the system is 5000 cm−3.
This is consistent with a report of the Joint Research Centre (JRC) in Ispra,
Italy, in which high measurement uncertainties below particle concentrations of
10000 cm−3 were found [Giechaskiel2014].

A more general view on the performance of the PN PEMS is provided in the
correlation maps in figure 3.4. Several driving cycles such as NEDC, world harmo-
nized light-duty test cycle (WLTC) 5.3 and other laboratory cycles representing
on-road driving were conducted with different test vehicles (Diesel and gasoline
operated) producing PN emissions varying over several orders of magnitude.
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Figure 3.3: Two examples of a correlation measurement of the PN PEMS with
the PMP set-up. At large emissions the PN PEMS shows very good
performance (upper figure), however, at low-level PN emissions the
PN PEMS comes to its detection limit (lower figure).
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Figure 3.4: Correlation measurement of the PN PEMS with the PMP set-up.
At emission levels in the 6·1012 km−1 range the data show a very
good correlation (upper figure), however, at low-level PN emissions
(< 1·1010 km−1) the PN PEMS reaches its detection limit (lower
figure).
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Plotting the data in double-logarithmic scale (upper plot), PMP data points in
the region < 1·1010 km−1 deviate significantly from the 1:1 PN PEMS correlation
line. Thus, a limit of detection of the PN PEMS around 1·1010 km−1 is inferred,
which is more than one order of magnitude below the current NEDC Diesel PN
emission limit.

The linear scale diagram in Figure 3.4 (lower plot) shows a good linear corre-
lation of the data points with a coefficient of determination R2 of 0.92. In this
calculation all data < 1·1010 km−1 were not considered as they are below the detec-
tion limit of the PN PEMS. The slope of the regression line is 1.21 ± 0.26 (95%
confidence interval) and indicates that the PN PEMS generally records around
20% higher particle counts than the test cell equipment. This deviation probably
results from coagulation effects and differences between the detection principles.
The PN PEMS is factory calibrated with a PMP device using an 80nm standard
aerosol (cf. table 2.1), however, more dynamic test cycles may lead to larger coag-
ulation effects inside the transfer hose from the tailpipe to the CVS entrance and
also inside the CVS tunnel. Additionally, particles with sizes differing from 80nm
lead to further deviations between the PMP system and the PN PEMS due to
the different detection principles. These results are again in-line with the before
mentioned study conducted by the JRC which reports differences of -30% to 20%
between both instruments [Giechaskiel2014].

Smaller particles with diameters between 10 and 23nm that are detected by the
PN PEMS but not completely by the PMP set-up, can only account for a small
fraction of the presently observed difference. Figure 3.5 shows a typical unimodal
particle size distribution for a gasoline vehicle under real-world conditions with
a geometric mean diameter of 45 to 60nm [Khalek2010; Li2013; Maricq1999c].
Assuming a PMP detection efficiency of 50% and 90% at 23 and 41nm, respectively
[Giechaskiel2012], as well as a 50% efficiency at 10nm for the PN PEMS, the
particle number difference between both systems theoretically accounts for less
than 10%.
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Figure 3.5: The PN difference between PEMS and PMP set-up, assuming a typical
unimodal particle size distribution. Due to the different shapes of the
efficiency curves, either the PN PEMS (green area) or the PMP set-up
(red area) measures higher PN values dependent on the particle size.
The difference theoretically makes up less than 10% of all particles.

3.2.2 Soot Measurements

Photo acoustics is an established method for investigating soot mass in vehicle
exhaust. Soot measurements were conducted using a Photo Acoustic Soot Sen-
sor (PASS) of an AVL M.O.V.E PM PEMS in parallel with the PN PEMS. The
PM PEMS was connected to the tailpipe of the vehicle, as well. Three laboratory
tests representing on-road driving were conducted with both instruments in par-
allel. As an example, figure 3.6 shows the time traces of the PN and soot sensor
concentrations for one laboratory test. The time alignment method was based
on a discrete cross-correlation method. For every possible offset between both
signals, the largest correlation was calculated and the corresponding offset value
represented the best time alignment.

Qualitatively, there was a good temporal correlation between PN and soot hav-
ing a PN-to-soot ratio of 1.3·1012 mg−1. Three test cycles combined yielded a ratio
of 1.3·1012 ± 2.8·1010 mg−1. This appeared to be in good agreement with pre-
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Figure 3.6: PN PEMS and PM PEMS sensor concentrations for a laboratory test
representing on-road driving of a DI-gasoline Euro-5 vehicle. The PM
PEMS graph is shifted upwards for better visualization. Both sig-
nal traces are qualitatively in good agreement, the PN-soot-ratio is
1.5·1012 mg−1.

vious studies. Kirchner et al. (2010) found a PN-to-soot ratio of 1.8·1012 mg−1

for a DPF Diesel vehicle [Kirchner2010], Maricq et al. (2011) reported a ratio
of 2·1012 mg−1 for a gasoline direct injection vehicle [Maricq2011] and Khalek
et al. (2010) suggested a correlation of 3 to 4·1012 mg−1 [Khalek2010]. In an-
other more extensive study, data from about 50 light duty vehicles were collected
and showed that most PN-to-soot ratios ranged between 1·1012 and 6·1012 mg−1

[Giechaskiel2012].
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Chapter 4

Results of On-road Emission
Measurements

4.1 Impact of Driving Style and Repeatability

Driving style is known to have a significant impact on fuel consumption and ex-
haust emissions. Several attempts were published to investigate the impact on
exhaust emissions during test cell operation [VanMierlo2004; Berry2007]. First
on-road tests addressed the difference of defensive and aggressive driving style on
numerous Diesel and gasoline vehicles [DeVlieger2000; Tsirakis2007], but did not
characterize the trips by driving parameter and did not choose an RDE compliant
test route as stated in [RDE2016].

Three different driving styles were applied in order to investigate the impact
of driving dynamics on the measured exhaust emissions. “Normal” trips were
supposed to be driven by the drivers’ own estimation, “soft” trips included slower
acceleration, longer roll-out times, earlier gear shift and partly smaller maximum
speed on the motorway. Some tests were also intentionally driven in a “severe” way
representing a clear misuse and non-normal driving. Severe driving was carried
out by stronger acceleration, later braking and partly higher maximum speed on
the motorway (up to 180 km/h)

Several parameters were introduced in order to characterize and quantify the
driving style of the PEMS trips. Additionally to RPA (equation 3.3) and MPA
(equation 3.2) that were already introduced in chapter 2, the parameters average
velocity and urban idle fraction were calculated and compared to reference data.
The average velocity is calculated from second-by-second data over the complete
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Chapter 4 Results of On-road Emission Measurements

trip. Urban idle fraction denotes the ratio of idle seconds during a trip, i.e. velocity
≤ 3 km/h, and the total duration of urban driving.

Another relevant driving parameter that is also included in the RDE regulation
draft is the parameter v·apos. Similar to RPA, it considers the second-by-second
product of velocity and positive acceleration. For v·apos normally the 95% per-
centile is considered, i.e. the value where 95% of all values are lower. The param-
eter v·apos95 was calculated according to equation 4.1 where P95 represented the
95% percentile, a+

i the positive acceleration at data point i and vi the correspond-
ing velocity.

v · apos95 = P95(vi · a+
i ) (4.1)

The driving parameters of the PEMS trips were compared to reference values ob-
tained from the test cycle WLTC 5.3 and from FOT databases. Field Operational
Test (FOT) data were evaluated from normal people driving their private cars in
everyday life. For every trip the validity was checked and driving parameters were
calculated. FOT reference values resulted from the mean of the driving parameters
for all valid trips.

Based on the classification into the different driving styles, distance specific
exhaust emissions were depicted and the repeatability of emissions was evalu-
ated. All the PEMS trips were conducted on working days outside rush hours
with moderate traffic volume, thus, the traffic situations could be assumed to be
comparable.

4.1.1 Characterization of PEMS Trips

4.1.1.1 RDE Compliant Route

Route R1 was designed for the conformity with the current RDE regulation draft
(cf. section 2.4). On this route the driving style was evaluated by PEMS trips
with the Diesel vehicles V1 and V2 as well as the gasoline vehicle V4 (cf. table
2.2). The driving parameters RPA, MPA, average velocity and urban idle fraction
of the vehicles are shown in figure 4.1 in comparison to WLTC and FOT reference
values. The bar height represents the mean of different tests under the same
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4.1 Impact of Driving Style and Repeatability

driving conditions. If more than one test was conducted, the range bar represents
the standard deviation for each parameter. The most robust values are given for
vehicle V1 because these values are based on totally 17 PEMS trips.
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Figure 4.1: Driving Dynamics of the PEMS trips separated for vehicles V1, V2
(both Diesel) and V4 (gasoline) for different drivers on route R1.
WLTC and FOT data are given as reference values.

The acceleration based driving parameters RPA and MPA showed a good dif-
ferentiation of soft, normal and severe trips. In general, severe driving caused a
strong increase of 30 to 40% compared to normal driving. Solely the RPA value
for driver B almost doubled from normal to severe driving while the MPA value
increased for only 40%. This indicated that driver B caused primarily strong
accelerations during high velocity sections.

The average velocity shows no clear separation of the driving styles with the
trips mostly in the range between 40 to 52 km/h. Although all trips were con-
ducted at the same time of the day, different traffic situations especially in the
city centre with numerous traffic lights and other road users lead to deviations
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Chapter 4 Results of On-road Emission Measurements

between trips of same driving style represented by the range bars [Gallus2017].

The CoV was calculated for vehicle V1 due to the availability of a sufficient
number of trips for each driving style. RPA values ranged from 3.5 (normal) from
7.5% (soft) and MPA values from 1.9 (normal) to 15.7% (soft). Normal driving
style was found to be easiest to repeat during different with CoV values of a few
percentage. The repeatability of soft and severe driving is limited due to the
difference to normal traffic conditions.

The PEMS results are compared to two reference values. The WLTC (version
5.3) is a chassis dynamometer driving cycle that is supposed to represent typical
driving conditions (cf. chapter 2). Additionally, FOT values are depicted in
figure 4.1 that were evaluated by 1672 trips from eleven vehicles with similar
specifications as vehicle V1. For the calculation only PEMS like trips longer than
10km with at least 20% of each urban, rural and motorway part were chosen,
leading to a total duration of 821 hours and a distance of 47737 km.

The driving dynamics of the normal PEMS trips are comparable to WLTC
data, indicating the PEMS trips to lie in reasonable ranges, especially for the
acceleration based parameters RPA and MPA. The FOT reference parameters can
directly be compared to the results from vehicle V1. They show similar values
compared to PEMS and WLTC results for the normal driving style. The urban
idle fraction for vehicle V1 is close to the FOT value, however, the WLTC value
is about 30% higher which is similar to vehicle V2, driver A. Thus, urban idle
fraction shows a strong dependency on traffic conditions and varies in a normal
bandwidth of 15 to 20%. The FOT average velocity is slightly higher than the
respective WLTC value. This is probably due to higher velocities on the motorway
that are included in the FOT data and not in the WLTC with a maximum velocity
of 130 km/h. PEMS values, however, lie in a reasonable range between WLTC
and FOT data [Gallus2017].

The driving parameter v·apos95 was calculated according to equation 4.1 and
plotted against the average velocity for the different road types (figure 4.2). Urban,
rural and motorway parts were determined using second by second velocity limit
values of v ≤ 60km/h, 60 > v ≤ 90 km/h and v > 90 km/h, respectively. This
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4.1 Impact of Driving Style and Repeatability

velocity classification as well as the upper limit separating severe from normal
driving were taken from the current RDE regulation draft [RDE2016].
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Figure 4.2: The 95th percentile of the parameter v·apos plotted against the mean
velocity. Each trip is divided into urban, rural and motorway sections
determined by velocity limits of 60 and 90 km/h. There is a distinct
separation of severe tests from normal tests.

The motorway data showed a larger velocity bandwidth due to a strong depen-
dence on non-reproducible traffic conditions. There is also a distinct separation of
severe from normal trips given by the upper limit plotted in figure 4.2. All severe
tests were above the upper limit confirming that these tests included non-normal
driving. Note that two motorway data points from normally driven trips were
slightly above the upper limit.

In addition, corresponding v·apos95 values of the WLTC and FOT data were
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Chapter 4 Results of On-road Emission Measurements

plotted in figure 4.2. The FOT data do not cover all kinds of vehicles and drivers,
the inclusion of vehicles with less power would likely lead to lower v·apos95 val-
ues. However, both WLTC and FOT data showed similar values below the upper
limit and could be attributed to normal driving which has already been concluded
for MPA and RPA values. Rural and motorway FOT data showed a higher and
lower average velocity, respectively, compared to PEMS and WLTC data. This
observation could be attributed to a higher amount of motorway FOT trips con-
ducted during high traffic periods, which led to a decrease of the mean velocities
on the motorway and thus contributed to elevated numbers on rural parts. Gen-
erally, the PEMS values are in reasonable ranges compared to WLTC and FOT
data indicating normal driving in terms of average velocity and v·apos95 values
[Gallus2017].

In summary, the acceleration based parameters, i.e. RPA, MPA and v·apos95,
appeared to be appropriate for the characterization of PEMS trips, particularly in
comparison to WLTC and FOT reference data. This confirmed the normal PEMS
trips to be attributable to normal driving.

4.1.1.2 Cold and Hot Start Comparison

The parameters RPA, MPA, average velocity and urban idle fraction were chosen
to characterize and quantify different driving styles for vehicles V0 and V3 over the
urban part of route R0 (cold and hot start). An overview of the driving dynamics
is shown in figure 4.3, the bar height represents the mean and the range bar the
standard deviation for each parameter. For better illustration, the normal driving
styles of two different drivers were combined for vehicle V0 which did not change
the main result.

Both RPA and MPA showed increased values from normal to severe driving.
The mean velocity and urban idle fraction were rather similar for all driving styles,
probably due to the predominant dependence on traffic situations, especially in
the city centre with numerous traffic lights and other road users.

Regarding cold start tests, the vehicle was soaked outside overnight to fully
adjust to ambient conditions. In figure 4.3 normal cold and normal hot trips
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of parameters considering driving dynamics for vehicles
V0 and V3. Route R0 was evaluated separately for urban and mo-
torway parts. Severe trips include stronger acceleration, later braking
and higher maximum speed on the motorway (up to 180 km/h).

showed equal values for all driving parameters, indicating a similar driving style
which was essential for the cold start analysis in chapter 4.2.

RPA, MPA and urban idle fraction values of the WLTC were generally higher
than those of the present PEMS trips. The WLTC represents typical driving
conditions and includes all urban, rural and motorway driving. Urban only parts
were expected to result in higher RPA and MPA values due to an elevated number
of stop and start events.

The euroFOT database contains data of numerous trips that were collected in
the framework of a large EU research project and that were driven by independent
people with their private cars in everyday life [Benmimoun2011]. The bars in
figure 4.3 were calculated using a data-subset of trips with the same engine as in
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vehicle V3 but with manual transmission. RPA and MPA values are similar to the
WLTC data while average velocity and urban idle fraction are different compared
to WLTC data. The euroFOT data include a large amount of motorway parts
which explains the large average velocity and the small urban idle fraction.

The comparison of RPA and MPA parameters of the PEMS trips to WLTC
and euroFOT parameters demonstrated that the present “normal” driving style
of the PEMS trips was within reasonable ranges, similar to the Diesel results. As
expected, severe driving showed much larger values and was not representative for
normal driving. Average velocity and urban idle fraction of the PEMS trips were
similar to WLTC values, as well. Differences to euroFOT data could be explained
by different driving situations.

4.1.2 Effect on Emissions

4.1.2.1 Gaseous Emissions of Diesel Vehicles

The gaseous emissions CO2, NOx, CO and HC measured by the PEMS for the
three Diesel vehicles were evaluated in terms of repeatability and driving style.
The emissions were classified into the driving styles soft, normal and severe sepa-
rately for different vehicles and drivers.

Figure 4.4 shows the distance specific emissions for vehicles V0 and V1 on the
urban (cold and hot start) and the motorway part of route R0. The bar height
and the range bar represent the mean emission and the corresponding standard
deviation, respectively. The emissions were normalized to the corresponding nor-
mal trip value for each driver and vehicle. Uncertainties between trips of the same
driving style were a superposition of different ambient conditions (temperature
range from -3 to 28°C, wind, humidity), non-reproducible traffic situations and
small deviations in driving dynamics as described by driving parameters (compare
previous section).

In general, the urban soft trips of vehicle V0 had similar or even higher emissions
than the corresponding urban normal trips which could not be explained by the
driving dynamics (cf. previous section) or other available parameters.
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Figure 4.4: Impact of the driving style on gaseous emissions of the PEMS trips for
vehicles V0 and V1 on route R0 (urban and motorway part).

CO2 and NOx emissions showed similar values for the urban cold start and for
the urban severe trip, indicating a similar impact of the driving style and the cold
start on these emissions (around 20% larger compared to urban normal trips).
Only the NOx results for vehicle V1 were similar for the cold and hot starts. The
motorway emissions for vehicle V0 showed the expected order of severe, normal
and soft driving with a repeatability of ± 30%.

For CO, the urban cold start caused almost three times as much compared to
the urban normal trips which is a far larger effect than the driving style (about
30%). For HC emissions, a tendency towards elevated emissions for cold starts
and for urban severe driving was observed, however, the range bars are too large
to conclude a serious result.

The best repeatability of vehicle V0 was observed for CO2 emissions (CoV
about 4%), NOx emissions were measured within 20%. Partly, these values could
be explained by the variations of the driving dynamics (cf. previous section). The
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range bars of CO emissions were comparable to those of NOx, the largest were
observed for the urban cold start with a CoV of about 30%. CO emissions for
vehicle V0 showed a larger increase compared to vehicle V1 which is likely due to
the different ambient temperature ranges. CO and HC cold start emissions were
expected to strongly depend on the ambient temperature (4 to 24°C and -3 to
28°C for vehicles V0 and V1, respectively) but no explanation was found for the
large range bars of HC hot start emissions.

Gaseous emissions for vehicles V1 and V2 for the three driving styles and sep-
arated for different drivers are depicted in figure 4.5. All trips were conducted
on route R1, thus, route effects such as road grade were not relevant. The am-
bient temperature ranges for vehicles V1 and V2 were 0 to 12°C and 2 to 29°C,
respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Impact of the driving style on gaseous emissions of the PEMS trips
separated for different vehicles and drivers. CO2 and NOx emissions
show good driving style correlation [Gallus2017].

Figure 4.5 shows a strong influence of the driving style on CO2 and NOx emis-
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sions. Similar to vehicle V0, compared to the normal values, severe driving caused
an elevation of 20 to 40% for CO2, NOx increased for 50 to 255% depending on the
driver and the vehicle. Especially for driver B, elevated CO2 and NOx emissions
caused by severe driving, were explained by an almost 100% higher RPA value
(cf. figure 4.1).

In contrast, there was no distinct separation of the driving style for CO and HC
emissions illustrated by larger range bars (except of CO for vehicle V1, driver A).
Probably for CO and HC other impacts than driving style were more dominant,
e.g. ambient temperature or the cold start.

The effect of the ambient temperature was evaluated by only considering PEMS
trips conducted in a small temperature range of 5 to 8°C measured by the in-car
intake airflow temperature sensor (not visible in figure 4.5). While CO2 and
NOx emissions were just slightly different compared to those depicted in figure
4.5, CO and HC showed completely different results, indicating the temperature
effect likely to have a higher impact on these emissions than the driving style
[Gallus2017].

For comparison, in an ICCT study PEMS data were classified into four dif-
ferent driving situations characterized by the instantaneous product of velocity
and acceleration (v·a) [ICCT2014]. Distance specific CO2 and NOx increased four
to five times from low to high v·a values. However, due to the classification of
second-by-second data, the results were not directly comparable to those observed
in the present study but indicated the same trend. In another study, a perfor-
mance index for the characterization of the driving style along an urban route
was calculated [Fonseca2010]. A group of Euro-2 to Euro-5 Diesel vehicles showed
an average CO2 increase related to aggressive driving of around 40% which was
in-line with the results found in the present study.

Figure 4.6 shows the normalized and cumulated NOx emissions plotted against
the parameter v·a, which is the product of velocity and acceleration calculated
for every second of all PEMS trips. The positive values of this parameter cor-
respond to the previously mentioned parameter v·apos. Three plots are depicted
representing the driving styles normal, soft and severe on route R1.
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Figure 4.6: Cumulated NOx plotted against the parameter v·a for vehicles V1 and
V2. The three lines in the graph represent soft, normal and severe
driving.

Compared to vehicle V1, the NOx emissions of vehicle V2 occurred at higher v·a
values which is likely due to different vehicle characteristics. Both vehicles showed
equally for all driving styles at most 25% of NOx emitted during deceleration or
cruising events, i.e. accelerations below or equal to zero. Regarding positive values
of the parameter v·a, different trends for normal and severe driving were observed.
Considering normal trips vehicle V1 emitted 90% of the NOx at a moderate v·a
value of 8 to 13 m2/s3 while severe driving showed a much steeper trend towards
larger v·a, as expected. As a comparison for normal driving, a mean velocity of
50 km/h and an MPA of 0.5 m/s2 (cf. figure 4.1) led to an average positive v·a
value of about 7 m2/s3. This value corresponded to around 70% cumulated NOx

in figure 4.6 and by subtracting the 25% fraction for the non-acceleration part, it
was close to the expected 50% [Gallus2017].

4.1.2.2 Gasoline PN Emissions

Several urban (with and without cold start phase) and motorway trips were per-
formed for vehicle V3, partly driven in a severe driving style. An overview of
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4.1 Impact of Driving Style and Repeatability

the PN emissions for the gasoline vehicles V3 and V4 is depicted in figure 4.7
in comparison to chassis dynamometer cycles and other PN data obtained from
literature test cell results. In this plot the bar height and the range bar represent
the mean PN emission and the standard deviation, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: PN emissions of several PEMS trips conducted with the gasoline ve-
hicles V3 and V4. The data were classified into driving styles and
compared to laboratory cycles and literature values.

Driving style was an important parameter with a strong impact on the PN
emission. For vehicle V3 urban tests showed just a small increase of PN from nor-
mal to severe style. This was in-line with the similar driving dynamics discussed
in the previous section. The motorway trips showed a stronger increase of PN
from normal to severe driving due to larger accelerations, higher velocities and
higher power demand. The observed PN emissions were almost ten times higher
compared to the normal driving style on the same route. Note that this severe
driving style was not representative for normal driving.

Figure 4.7 also shows the PN emission data for urban PEMS trips including the
cold start phase obtained within an ambient temperature range from 8 to 28°C
for vehicle V3. The PN values including the cold start phase were larger than the
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“urban normal” data with a large range bar and a coefficient of variance of about
50% indicating a large temperature dependency. The temperature trend of PN
emissions is discussed in more detail in section 4.2.

Vehicle V4 was investigated on the RDE compliant route R1 including the
complete cold start phase. Similar to vehicle V3 there was a good separation of the
different driving styles in terms of the PN emissions. Severe driving led to double
the high values for route R1 including urban, rural and motorway driving.

The PN PEMS results for both vehicles were compared to data from labo-
ratory cycles representing on-road driving, and to test cell results from litera-
ture [Zhang2010; Braisher2010; Giechaskiel2012]. On-road PN emission data are
within the same range as values obtained from test cycles, whereas separate cold
start emissions and severe driving style led to elevated emission values, as ex-
pected.

Figure 4.8 shows the normalized and cumulated PN emissions plotted against
the parameter v·a, which is the product of velocity and acceleration for every
second of all PEMS trips conducted with vehicles V3 and V4. The positive values
of this parameter correspond to the previously mentioned parameter v·apos. Three
plots are depicted for each vehicle representing different driving styles as well as
cold start emissions.

Similar to the cumulated NOx emissions (cf. figure 4.6), PN emissions show a
clear separation of severe trips from normal and soft driving. The most extreme
trend was observed for the severe driving style of vehicle V3 which showed a nearly
linear increase up to a v·a value of 60 m2/s3. 90% of the PN were emitted at a
v·a value of 50 m2/s3 which was the largest value observed in the available data.
Normal and cold start emissions showed 90% values at moderate 20 m2/s3 and
10 m2/s3, respectively. This difference indicated that cold start PN emissions
primarily appeared during lower dynamics driving.

Figure 4.8 shows that at most 25% of PN was emitted during deceleration or
cruising events, i.e. accelerations below or equal to zero. For vehicle V4, 90%
of the PN was emitted at a moderate v·a value of 5 to 8 m2/s3 for soft and
normal driving. Severe driving showed a much steeper trend towards larger v·a,
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Figure 4.8: Cumulated PN plotted against the parameter v·a for vehicles V3 and
V4 and different driving styles.

as expected, and reached the 90% PN at around 24 m2/s3. These results were
similar to the cumulated NOx, indicating a comparable trend of these emissions.

4.1.2.3 PN-PM-Correlation

The on-road performance of the PN PEMS system was investigated with the
soot measurement unit of the PM PEMS as an independent particle measurement
method running in parallel with the PN PEMS. The target of this experiment
was a comparison of the PN-to-soot-ratio, calculated from on-road trips with data
from several chassis dynamometer tests (cf. chapter 3).

For the PN-to-soot correlation only trips at ambient temperatures between 15
and 28°C were considered in order to be reasonably comparable with regulated
test cell temperatures of approximately 22°C. The resulting correlation is shown
in figure 4.9.

The PN PEMS shows good correlation with chassis dynamometer measure-
ments and the PEMS driving style parameters are reasonable. The on-road per-
formance of the PN PEMS was investigated by using the soot measurement unit
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Figure 4.9: Particle emissions from PN PEMS and PM PEMS based on ten PEMS
trips at ambient temperatures between 15 and 28°C. The slope of the
regression line is 1.1·1012 mg−1, with a coefficient of determination R2

of 0.93.

of the PM PEMS as an independent particle measurement method running in
parallel with the PN PEMS. The target of this experiment was to compare the
PN-to-soot-ratio calculated from real-world trips with that from several chassis
dynamometer tests (cf. chapter 3).

For the PN-to-soot correlation only trips between 15 and 28°C ambient tem-
perature were considered in order to be comparable with regulated test cell tem-
peratures around 22°C. The resulting correlation map is shown in figure 4.9.

There is a good linear relation between PN and soot with a coefficient of de-
termination R2 of 0.93. The slope of the regression line represents the mean
PN-to-soot-ratio. For the investigated vehicle a value of 1.1·1012 mg−1 was deter-
mined, which corresponds well to chassis dynamometer cycles (green squares in
figure 4.9) as well as to literature values (cf. chapter 3). This result confirms a
comparable performance of the PN PEMS operated in the vehicle driving on the
road and in the laboratory.
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4.2 Cold Start Effect

4.2 Cold Start Effect

Cold start emissions of modern Diesel and gasoline passenger vehicles make up
a considerable part of the total emissions between 10 and 30%, depending on
the pollutant [Reiter2016]. Reduced emissions in the post cold start phase led
to a larger share of the cold start to the total emissions [Weilenmann2013]. Cold
start emissions are found to depend on numerous factors, such as engine stop time
[Favez2009], ambient temperature [HBEFA2.1], the methodology [Andre2005] and
the driving dynamics [Weilenmann2009].

CO, HC as well as PN show considerable increased emission values [Bad-
shah2016] due to incomplete combustion and a reduced efficiency of the catalyst or
particle filter (catalyst actively working above 200°C) [Favez2009]. The quantifi-
cation of the cold start phase is represented by the term CSEE normally expressed
in g/start or mg/start. Elevated CO2 emissions are expected due to larger fric-
tions at cylinder walls and a larger oil viscosity in the warming-up engine. The
impact on NOx emissions during the cold start phase is still not completely ex-
plained. NOx formation is strongly triggered by high in-cylinder temperatures.
During cold start the fuel-air-mixture is normally enriched in order to overcome
the larger friction and oil viscosity. This effect leads to higher in-cylinder temper-
atures and excess NOx production during the cold start phase [Bielaczyc2011].

In literature, the cold start effect was investigated on chassis dynamometers,
an on-road evaluation based on PEMS measurements is still missing. Therefore
the applied test methodologies were based on laboratory conditions and could
not be easily transferred to on-road tests. Some studies investigated gaseous cold
start emissions under laboratory conditions at different test cell temperatures
[HBEFA2.1; Weilenmann2009; Bielaczyc2011; Dardiotis2013].

In the present study, two methods suggested in literature were applied on on-
road PEMS tests and the cold start effect at a large range of ambient temperatures
was evaluated. In literature, cold, warm and hot starts are controversially defined
based on the engine-off time and engine coolant temperature [Reiter2016]. Here,
cold start tests were conducted after the test vehicle had soaked overnight, i.e.
after more than twelve hours engine-off time. After this duration the engine
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coolant temperature was close to the ambient temperature. Ambient temperature
was measured during the first few minutes of the PEMS trip. It was either derived
from the ECU data or directly noted from the display inside the vehicle. Hot
starts in this study refer to trips with a fully warmed up engine, including an
engine coolant temperature at normal hot operating level, and actively working
catalysts.

4.2.1 Definition of Cold Start Phase

The RDE regulation defines the end of the cold start phase when the engine coolant
temperature reaches 70°C or at most 300s [RDE2016]. Based on this definition, for
the present study the end of the cold start phase was defined as the engine coolant
temperature was reaching 70°C. This criterion was always fulfilled before 300s after
engine start. The engine coolant temperature signal was derived from the ECU
data of the vehicle. Other limit definitions based on the duration or the covered
distance were found not to be suitable to on-road tests. In real-world conditions
the duration of the cold start phase strongly depends on the traffic situation and
the possibility to heat up the vehicles components by accelerations of the vehicle.
As no trip consists of identical driving situations, the end of the cold start needs
to be dynamical in terms of distance and durations. The simplest method that
considers driving dynamics during the heating up engine was the engine coolant
temperature. Normally the catalyst has reached its operating temperature before
the engine coolant temperature passes the 70°C marker [Andrews2004], so in most
cases the complete cold start was covered by this definition.

As an example, the cold start effect is illustrated for the PN emissions conducted
with the gasoline vehicle V3. Figure 4.10 shows the time traces of one cold and one
warm start at an ambient temperature of 21°C, both trips have been conducted
in a normal driving style.

There were elevated PN emissions during the cold start phase lasting for a
maximum travel distance of 2km. After the cold start peak, the PN emissions
decreased rapidly to the level of the hot start. In this example, the cold start
accounted for about one third of the total PN emissions generated during the
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the PN emissions of one cold start (red trace) and one
hot start (green trace) at 21°C ambient temperature conducted with
vehicle V3. A PN cold start peak was observed during the first two
kilometers [Gallus2016].

entire trip. The engine temperature limit of 70°C was reached after 2.2km. From
particle measurements between 20 and 37°C a cold start distance of less than
3.2km was reported [Robinson2010].

Figure 4.11 shows the cold start duration and distance for a large range of am-
bient temperatures conducted with vehicle V1. The cold start was evaluated with
a limit of 70°C engine temperature for soft, normal and severe driving styles.

The cold start duration and distance of normal tests increased with decreasing
ambient temperatures due to the lower starting temperature of the engine. Be-
tween ambient temperatures of 22 and -1°C both duration and distance doubled.
The cold distance ranges between 4 and 8km, which is in-line other studies which
reported an average cold start distance of 5.2km at 20°C for a large range of ve-
hicles [Andre2005]. Note that the cold start distance for the Diesel vehicle was
much higher than for the gasoline vehicle. This could be explained by a higher
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Figure 4.11: The cold start duration and distance plotted against the ambient
temperature. The data include normal, soft and severe driving con-
ducted by vehicle V1. The cold start phase was defined to end when
the engine temperature reaches 70°C.

engine volume typical for Diesel compared to gasoline engines. The R2 values
for the linear regressions accounted for 0.58 and 0.61 for duration and distance,
respectively. The influence of the driving style was also visible, as severe and
soft trips lay continuously below or above normal data points. For comparison,
the mean covered distance per trip in the EU was reported to be around 12km
[EMEP2009], noting that not all trips were started with a cold engine. Thus, the
cold start, as presented in figure 4.11, accounts for a significant part, e.g. it would
make up almost half the distance at an ambient temperature of 10°C.
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4.2.2 Methodology

The evaluation of the on-road cold start emissions was performed by two different
methods. Both were adopted from methods presented in literature that were based
on test cell measurements. The most accepted method for estimating CSEE is the
application of a test cycle consisting of the repetition of one subcycle [Andre2005;
Favez2009]. The amount of CSEE was calculated by subtracting the emissions
from subcycles with hot engine from those including the complete cold start.

This cold-hot method was transferred to on-road measurements applying test
route R0. The route started with an urban part which was repeated subsequently
with a hot engine. The direct repetition of this urban part suggests similar ambient
and traffic conditions, however, without completely reproducible conditions as in
the laboratory. For this method, it was important to apply the same driving style
for both cold and hot trips (cf. chapter 4.1). One urban part was around 15.6km
and the cold start was included during all tests. The CSEE were calculated by
subtracting the emissions obtained during the second urban part from the first
urban part including the cold start.

The second method quantified the amount of cold start emissions over a com-
plete driving cycle, such as the NEDC [Dardiotis2013] or the UDC [Bielaczyc2011].
In this context, the cold start emissions are the sum of CSEE and emissions that
would occur with a fully warmed-up engine. In most cases, the emissions are
presented as cold start and post cold start emissions.

This method was applied for the on-road cold start emissions of route R1. The
cold start emissions were defined until an engine temperature of 70°C and the
remaining part of the trip was defined as post cold start emissions.

In literature, a linear regression method was presented in order to calcu-
late CSEE values for regulated and unregulated pollutants in the laboratory
[Heeb2003; Favez2009]. This method is not presented here because it exhibited
poor results for on-road driving. The basis for this method is the assumption
that post cold start emissions can be fitted by a linear regression line whereby
the y-axis interception represents the CSEE value. However, on-road emission
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measurements especially during urban driving are dominated by numerous start-
stop and acceleration events, thus, hot emissions normally do not show a linear
trend.

4.2.3 Determination of Cold Start Emissions

4.2.3.1 Difference of Cold and Hot Start

The cold-hot method was applied to cold start trips conducted on route R0 with
vehicles V0, V1 and V3. Figure 4.12 shows the gaseous CSEE values obtained
from the Diesel vehicles for an ambient temperature range of -4 to 24°C. For
illustration, the y-axis was normalized at 15°C by dividing the distance specific
CSEE values by the corresponding CSEE value at 15°C.
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Figure 4.12: Gaseous CSEE values for vehicle V0. CSEE were calculated by sub-
tracting the warm urban from the cold urban trip (route R0). The
distance specific emissions were normalized at an ambient tempera-
ture of 15°C.
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As expected, the gaseous CSEE for vehicle V0 generally showed larger values
for lower ambient temperatures. The regression lines suggested a linear trend with
poor R2 values around 0.3, thus, other relationships could not be excluded. How-
ever, in another study the temperature dependency of CSEE was also modelled by
a linear relationship and additionally confirmed by corresponding measurements
[Weilenmann2009]. Especially for NOx, a linear trend of the CSEE for a Euro-4
Diesel vehicle was found in the laboratory over a temperature range of -20 to
23°C.

Vehicle V1 showed similar results regarding CO2 and HC emissions. However,
an opposite trend was found for NOx and CO with increasing CSEE values at
higher ambient temperatures. NOx CSEE were even negative below 15°C, indi-
cating hot emissions being higher than cold start emissions. This temperature
trend could be explained by too small differences between cold and hot emissions
(cf. figure 4.14), leading to a high contribution of noise to the CSEE calculation.
For CO, however, no explanation for the temperature trend of CSEE was found,
neither in the data nor in the literature. This result is especially unexpected be-
cause CO cold start emissions are strongly reduced when the oxidation catalyst
has reached the light-off temperature. For lower ambient temperatures this point
is reached after a longer time period, leading to larger CO and HC emissions.

An expected linear trend was found for PN CSEE as shown in figure 4.13. Par-
ticle measurements with vehicle V3 were conducted over an ambient temperature
range of 8 to 28°C. The y-axis was normalized at 15°C by dividing the distance
specific CSEE values by the corresponding CSEE value at 15°C.

The R2 value for the linear regression of PN CSEE was 0.42. The data point at
8°C suggested a non-linear relationship, however, considering this data point as an
outlier, the R2 value was even reduced to almost 0.34. The PN CSEE increased
by a factor of 40 from 25 to 8°C. As there was no direct comparison found in
literature, this trend needs to be verified by a higher amount of low temperature
measurements with several vehicles.
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Figure 4.13: Distance specific PN CSEE values for the gasoline vehicle V3. CSEE
were calculated by subtracting the warm urban from the cold urban
trip (route R0).

4.2.3.2 Comparison of Cold Start and Post Cold Start Phase

In this section the cold start and post cold start phase were evaluated separately.
The end of the cold start phase was defined as the engine temperature reached
70°C. The cold start emissions were the sum of the CSEE and the emissions that
would occur under hot engine operation. Thus, the cold start emissions were
generally higher that the CSEE shown in the previous section. This method was
applied to vehicles V1 (Diesel) on route R1 and V3 (gasoline) on route R0 for a
large range of ambient temperatures.

Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the distance specific gaseous and particulate emis-
sions, respectively, during the cold start and the post cold start phase as a function
of the ambient temperature. The gaseous emissions were conducted with the Diesel
vehicle V1 and normalized at 15°C by dividing the emissions by the corresponding
cold start value at 15°C. The PN emission results were investigated with vehicle
V3 and were directly compared to the cold-hot method presented in the previous
section.

For the investigated vehicles, the emissions showed diverse temperature trends.
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Figure 4.14: Cold start and post cold start emissions depicted for vehicle V1 on
route R1. The distance specific emissions were normalized at an
ambient temperature of 15°C.

Both CO2 and NOx cold start emissions increased linearly for lower ambient tem-
peratures, as expected, with R2 values of 0.63 and 0.27, respectively. A linear
decrease of NOx emissions for higher temperatures was also suggested in other
studies [Bielaczyc2011]. While CO2 post cold start emissions remained at a con-
stant level about 42 to 22% below corresponding cold start emissions, NOx hot
emissions were at a similar or even higher level compared to the cold start and
showed a small temperature trend. This observation emphasized that for this
vehicle the NOx CSEE were very small and confirmed the result obtained from
figure 4.12 based on a second independent dataset. Thus, for the NOx CSEE no
temperature trend could be concluded.

CO cold start emissions, however, showed a linearly decreasing trend at low
temperatures with a good R2 value of 0.6 and confirmed the observation found
in figure 4.12. This result was unexpected because CO and HC emissions are
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Figure 4.15: Distance specific PN emissions for the cold start and post cold start
phase. The PN cold fraction was calculated as the ratio of absolute
cold start and post cold start PN. The tests were conducted using
vehicle V3 on route R1 [Gallus2016].

very strongly dependent on the oxidation catalyst’s efficiency. Regarding HC,
no temperature trend was determined, probably due to the large noise of the
analyser after the light-off temperature of the oxidation catalyst was reached.
However, for both CO and HC, the cold start emissions were significantly higher
than corresponding hot emissions (a factor of 2 to 10), indicating the relevance of
the cold start for these types of emissions on the road.

The PN cold start emissions presented in figure 4.15 showed a similar trend as
a function of the ambient temperatures compared to the CSEE (cf. figure 4.13).
This result was most probably caused by the longer warm-up period of the engine
(cf. figure 4.11). Compared to the post cold start emissions, which were at a
constant level of about 4·1012 km−1, the cold start effect made up a factor of three
higher emission levels at 28°C and more than one order of magnitude at 10°C
ambient temperature. Considering the single data point at 8°C as an outlier, a
linear regression yields a slope of -1.5·1012 °C−1, with a very poor coefficient of
determination R2 of 0.28.
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For comparison, Price and Stone found a strong dependency of PN with the
engine coolant temperature of a DI gasoline vehicle, as well [Price2007]. At low
temperatures down to -20°C one order of magnitude higher PN emissions were
generated compared to 40°C. In another study, the period of 180s after engine
start was investigated for several GDI gasoline vehicles in the sub-zero temperature
range [Badshah2016]. During the cold start phase around one order of magnitude
higher PN emissions was observed compared to the post cold start phase, which
is in-line with the results of the present study.

Additionally, the ratio of PN emitted during the cold start phase and during the
complete test trip is depicted in figure 4.13. The PN cold fraction increased with
lower ambient temperatures, ranging from 0.4 to 0.9. In terms of low ambient
temperatures, the cold start was one of the main contributors to the total PN
emissions over the complete trip. However, this ratio was strongly dependent on
the total trip distance travelled.

The PN cold fraction values were in agreement with literature values derived
under laboratory conditions. Over the NEDC, at least 77% of the PN was emitted
in the first phase due to the cold start effect [Braisher2010], while in the present
study a percentage of about 60% at 22°C was reported (cf. figure 4.13). The lower
cold start contribution found in this study was reasonable because the share of
particle production from accelerations during the warm-up period of the engine
was expected to be larger during on-road driving than over the NEDC.
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4.3 Impact of Road Grade

In this chapter the impact of road grade on on-road emissions is evaluated. Road
grade was found to have a significant impact on vehicle exhaust emissions [Bori-
boonsomsin2009; Meccariello2014; Prati2015]. Particularly CO2, NOx and PN
emissions show large dependence on positive road grades. As one could expect,
uphill and downhill driving do not compensate each other in terms of fuel con-
sumption and emissions [Wyatt2014; Boriboonsomsin2009] due to friction and
efficiency losses during downhill driving.

The total force acting on a moving vehicle is a superposition of a number of
forces. Air drag and rolling resistance occur opposite to the moving direction of the
vehicle. Gravity can have a positive or negative impact on the total acceleration,
depending on the angle of the road gradient α. The powertrain force is provided
by the engine and has to overcome the other forces to move the vehicle in forward
direction. Figure 4.16 shows the forces affecting a vehicle with constant velocity
on a road gradient. In this illustration, wind or braking forces are not taken into
account.

α

∆h

~Fpowertrain

~Froll

~Fair

~Fgravity

~Fdownhill

Figure 4.16: Forces affecting a moving vehicle on a road gradient.

The road grade m in % is defined as the height covered over a distance of 100m.
It is trigonometrically correlated to the angle of the road gradient α and to the
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covered height ∆h over a horizontal distance ∆s:

m[%] = 100 · tan(α) (4.2)

= 100 · ∆h
∆s

= 100 · ∆h√
v2∆t2 + ∆h2

Applying equation 4.2, road grade can be calculated by knowing the altitude dif-
ference ∆h, the current velocity v and the time interval between two measurement
points ∆t (typically 1s).

Road grade can be interpreted as an acceleration leading to an additional load
on the engine. The downhill acceleration a for a vehicle is given by equation 4.3.

a = g · sin(α)
a = g · sin(arctan(m/100)) (4.3)

Presuming the small angle approximation and a gravity acceleration g of 9.81 m/s2,
1% of road grade is equivalent to an acceleration of about 0.0981 m/s2. Note that
the MPA of a typical PEMS trip is around 0.5 m/s2 (compare figure 4.1).

In literature several approaches have been tried to estimate road grade during
on-road driving. Already in 1984 first road grade measurements were started,
applying acceleration measurements independently of any exhaust measurement
[Rogers1984]. Later Mangan et al. (2002) investigated the potential of an incli-
nometer under dynamic conditions [Mangan2002]. Other studies performed road
grade estimations based on GPS data either with one or two antenna [Bae2001;
Sahlholm2010], however due to a limited altitude accuracy GPS data require
strong mathematical corrections (low pass filter, Kalman filter). In recent stud-
ies, the opportunity of LIDAR signals for road grade estimations were addressed
[Zhang2006; Frey2007; Wyatt2014]. LIDAR is an acronym for Light Detection
And Ranging and enables the accurate determination of distances via runtime
measurements. However, these LIDAR data are only available for few locations
on earth.
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In this study, altitude data from several sources were consulted and compared
in terms of accuracy, quality and practicability of the data. In the upcoming RDE
legislation, GPS data are preferred as independent data source. However, due to
a lack of accuracy of GPS altitude, road gradients along test routes are accounted
for by one more robust value, the CAG (equation 4.10). Here, different routes
were characterized by their CAG values obtained from several data sources and
correlated with their distance specific emissions.

The goal in this study was to find practical and affordable solutions in order
to achieve precise road gradient results. First attempts were made on a test
track with predefined road grade values. For PEMS trips, mathematical methods
were applied for the purpose of increasing the accuracy of road grade data based
on repetitive runs over the same route. The final goal was to experimentally
determine a correlation of road grade with engine load and with exhaust emissions
measured by the PEMS.

4.3.1 Data Acquisition

The PEMS GPS receiver provided position as well as altitude data during all
PEMS trips. The GPS signal was always provided by at least eight GPS satellites
without any obvious signal loss. Another parameter provided by the GPS receiver,
called dilution of precision, steadily showed good values, indicating a high quality
GPS signal.

Additionally, ECU data were recorded using a CAN interface or an INCA box in
the trunk of the vehicle. ECU velocity was used as reference signal for the covered
distance due to a higher accuracy compared to GPS data. The time alignment
was performed by adjusting the ECU velocity to the GPS velocity using a least
square method.

4.3.1.1 GPS

Road grade was directly obtained from second-by-second GPS altitude data.
Based on the altitude difference ∆h of two adjacent altitude data points, the
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road grade was calculated according to equation 4.2.

One correction was necessary especially for very small velocities, i.e. the vehicle
is driving very slow or even at halt. In this case according to equation 4.2, small
values of ∆h were divided by small values of the covered distance v · ∆t. Due
to the inaccuracy of ∆h this partially led to unrealistic road grade results. The
correction applied in this case was to define ∆h = 0 for velocities v < 1m/s,
i.e. no large altitude difference is expected by driving less than one meter per
second.

4.3.1.2 Google

Second by second altitude data were acquired from the Google Maps Elevation
API (Application Programming Interface) [ElevationAPI] which uses the GPS
position to supply the corresponding altitude value. In analogy to GPS data, the
altitude difference ∆h was determined and road grade was calculated according to
equation 4.2. Unfortunately, the accuracy as well as the resolution of the Google
altitude data is yet unknown and may vary between different locations. In case
Google does not possess exact elevation measurements at the precise location,
the service will interpolate and return an averaged value using the four nearest
locations.

4.3.1.3 In-car Accelerometer

As a standard feature, all the test vehicles were equipped with an in-car accelerom-
eter which is primarily used as a sensor for the airbag and the hill hold control.
The accelerometer is usually positioned in the centre of the vehicle directly below
the handbrake. It is fixed to the bodywork of the vehicle and measures the accel-
eration in longitudinal and transversal direction. This means that a pitch and roll
movement of the vehicle will add some noise to the pure vehicle movement which
appears parallel to the road.

Theoretically, the accelerometer measures the total acceleration a, which is the
sum of the time derivative of the vehicle velocity v̇ and the longitudinal part of
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the gravitational acceleration g (equation 4.4) [Gustafsson2000].

a = v̇ + g · sin(α) (4.4)

Based on this equation the road gradem is calculated according to equation 4.5.

m[%] = 100 · tan(α)

= 100 · tan(arcsin
(
a− v̇
g

)
) (4.5)

The accelerometer was originally designed for the measurement of high acceler-
ation values (up to 10g), therefore some corrections were necessary in order to
guarantee good results for highly dynamic road grade measurements. First large,
unrealistic accelerations > 1.5m/s2 were omitted because such values normally do
not occur during normal driving situations (not taking into account accidents).

Additionally, during the measurement series the accelerometer showed a non-
reproducible drift of the acceleration signal a over each measurement. This drift
could be detected by closed cycle tests where the sum over all altitude differences
was supposed to be zero. Solving equation 4.4 for sin(α) and equating the result
with the relation sin(α) = ∆h

v·∆t
derived from figure 4.16, the altitude difference ∆h

was calculated to:
∆h = v∆t · a− v̇

g
(4.6)

For a closed cycle the drift on the measured acceleration ai for a data point i
was assumed to contribute with an additional term, i.e. ai = a′i + δai, with the
true value a′i and the drift δai. Inserting this into equation 4.6 and summing up
resulted in:

∑
i

∆hi = ∆t
g
·
∑

i

vi · (a′i + δai − v̇i)

= ∆t
g
·
[∑

i

vi · (a′i − v̇i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

+
∑

i

viδai

]

In this equation the first term strictly had to be zero because of the assumption
of true acceleration values a′i and ideal values of v̇i. Considering a constant value
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δai = δa, the drift could be calculated to:

δa = g

∆t ·
∑

i ∆hi∑
i vi

(4.7)

Every acceleration data point was corrected for this drift value. Finally, the road
grade obtained over closed cycles was calculated using equation 4.8.

m[%] = 100 · tan(arcsin
((a− δa) · v̇

g

)
) (4.8)

During road grade changes the pitch movements of the vehicle add higher fre-
quency noise to the longitudinal acceleration signal of the accelerometer. There-
fore a second order butterworth low pass filter was applied to the drift corrected
acceleration signal. According to Bae et al. (2001) the cut-off frequency was set
to 0.5Hz [Bae2001].

4.3.1.4 Barometer

The barometer applied in this study was a PAA-33X from Keller. The resolution
and accuracy are specified by 0.002% and ± 0.013% (full scale), respectively.
Assuming a measurement range of 0.8 to 1.2 bar (full scale), the accuracy is
estimated to around ± 0.156 mbar.

The altitude was calculated based on the barometric formula for an isothermal
atmosphere. The assumption of an isothermal atmosphere is legitimate as only
small altitude differences (time interval ∆t = 1s) and no absolute altitudes were
considered. Based on the barometric formula, the altitude difference ∆h between
two adjacent measurement points with ambient pressures p1 and p2 was calculated
according to equation 4.9, with the gas constant R, the molar mass of the air
M and the gravitational acceleration g. The temperature T0 accounts for the
isothermal temperature of the atmosphere and is calculated as the average ambient
temperature throughout the measurement.

∆h = −RT0

Mg
·
(

ln(p2)− ln(p1)
)

(4.9)
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Inserting the estimated pressure accuracy of 0.156 mbar into equation 4.9 leads
to an estimated altitude accuracy of 1.1 to 1.6m in a pressure bandwidth of 0.8 to
1.2 bar. Note that this value just represents the statistical accuracy of the sensor,
not taking into account other influences, such as atmospheric turbulences.

4.3.2 Road Grade Measurements on Test Track

The first measurement approach was on a test track (Ford Proving Ground, Lom-
mel/Belgium) with defined road grade sections between -20 and +30%. The test
vehicle already included an in-car accelerometer and was additionally equipped
with a barometer, which was fixed on the back seat and a dGPS system on the
roof of the vehicle. The dGPS makes use of a reference signal and provides a much
higher accuracy compared to ordinary GPS systems. For this measurement series
the reference signal was directly received from the test track but was not available
for the on-road tests described in the next section. For the test track measure-
ment series, the accuracy in altitude was expected to be about 10cm (ordinary
GPS system around 10 to 15m altitude accuracy).

The complete measurement took around 40 minutes. It provides a qualitative
analysis about dGPS and accelerometer data and makes sure that calculated road
grades are in a correct range. Figure 4.17 shows a small section showing a mixture
of cruising, deceleration and acceleration events, representative for the complete
series.

The calculated road grade obtained from dGPS data showed good results. In
nearly all cases the dGPS matched the predefined road grade values very well and
was also not sensible to accelerations. Unfortunately, dGPS could not be used
during on-road tests due to the missing reference signal which was not available
at all locations.

The barometer road grade was calculated from the pressure differences in the
interior of the vehicle. The result was poor as the noise was very large and
predefined values were mostly overestimated. In figure 4.17 the barometer data
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Figure 4.17: Road grade results of the barometer, the dGPS and the accelerometer
based on test track measurements. The black horizontal lines indicate
the sections with stated road grade values.

were already filtered using a second order butterworth low pass filter at a cut-
off frequency of 0.3Hz. In this configuration, the barometer showed no sufficient
accuracy for road grade estimation and it is likely that it even becomes worse for
dynamic driving situations for on-road tests.

The accelerometer showed good results similar to the dGPS. The road grade
calculation model corrects for vehicle accelerations (compare equation 4.9) but
the accelerometer intrinsically measures the sum of all accelerations. Therefore
the accelerometer signal was treated as described in the previous section. Figure
4.17 shows that one -30% road grade value at 1830s was not matched where the
accelerometer probably reaches its detection limit. However, these extreme road
grade values are normally not included in on-road measurements, normal road
grade values range within ± 6% (cf. next section).
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4.3.3 On-Road Methodologies

4.3.3.1 Route Comparison

The CAG was calculated for the different data sources according to equation 4.10.

CAG =
∑

i

∆hi,∆hi > 0 (4.10)

Additionally, the suggested CAG calculation method described in the RDE regu-
lation draft [RDE2015] was applied. This method was based on the GPS altitude
signal and included the correction of large deviations from corresponding map
data and of spikes that may occur during GPS measurements. In a second step
the altitude data were interpolated for 1m distance points and finally a linear data
smoothing over a distance of ±200m was performed. The CAG value is divided by
the complete distance of the trip and multiplied by 100 in order to define the final
result relative to a total distance of 100km. The proposed limit in the regulation
is defined by the value 1200m/100km, which is strongly correlated to this specific
calculation method.

Table 4.1 shows the average CAG values of the investigated routes based on
different vehicle data and calculated by several data sources as well as the RDE
method. The CAG values are presented relative to a total trip distance of 100km.
Additionally, for routes R0 and R1 the standard deviation is given, for routes R2
and R3 the values were based on too few trips to provide a reasonable standard
deviation value. The accelerometer values were based on trips with only normal
driving style. The CAG values showed a dependence on absolute accelerations
during the trip, i.e. severe and soft trips showed elevated and reduced CAG
values compared to normal trips, respectively. The barometer was only applied
on route R1, thus, for the other routes no CAG value was calculated.

As expected, routes R0, R1 and R2 showed similar CAG values. Route R3 was
designed with respect to strong uphill and downhill sections leading to elevated
CAG values. Depending on the data source, route R3 showed 48 (GPS) to 162%
(RDE method) increased values compared to the other three routes.
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Number
of trips
(all

vehicles)

GPS
(RDE

method)
[m/100km]

GPS
[m/100km]

Google
[m/100km]

Accelero-
meter

[m/100km]

Barometer
[m/100km]

R0 12 609 ± 20 1184 ± 73 906 ± 9 735 ± 4 n/a

R1 40 512 ± 33 1101 ± 77 780 ± 13 670 ± 24 1070 ± 201

R2 2 561 1307 969 848 n/a

R3 3 1339 1934 1832 1347 n/a

Table 4.1: Calculated CAG values for the investigated routes based on different
data sources. While routes R0, R1 and R2 show similar characteristics,
route R3 was designed with respect to large CAG values. Accelerom-
eter results were calculated from trips with normal driving style only.
Barometer results were just available for route R1.

There was a remarkable difference between the CAG values calculated via the
different methods and data sources. For routes R0, R1 and R2, the CAG obtained
by GPS data were 31 to 41% higher compared to Google values and even 54 to
61% compared to the accelerometer. This could be explained by small, unreal-
istic spikes that occurred in the normal GPS signal because of a poor altitude
accuracy [Wing2005]. Additionally, there was a large standard deviation of the
GPS values of about 70 to 80m. Route R3, however, was characterized by larger
altitude differences that could be resolved by the GPS leading to similar GPS and
Google CAG values. Due to the limitation of a total accelerations of 1.5 m/s2,
the accelerometer shows a much smaller CAG value for route R3.

Based on GPS altitude data, the RDE method was applied which includes a
correction and subsequent filtering algorithm. The altitude gain showed a strong
reduction by 31 to 57% compared to uncorrected GPS data which was primarily a
result of the strong smoothing process applied in the RDE method. Additionally,
the comparison to Google and accelerometer CAG values showed that the RDE
method underestimated the CAG of all four routes. Probably due to the high
smoothing distance of ±200m the small altitude variations were simply averaged
out.
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These large CAG deviations between the different methods and data sources
confirmed the requirement for a uniform method with directly comparable values.
The regulation limit value of 1200m/100km is strictly coupled to the suggested
RDE method and route R3 would be invalid. However, for the mean of repeata-
bility and a reliable definition of a CAG limit value, the Google data and for a
common driving style also the acceleration data were found to be the best alter-
natives to the RDE method. In this case the CAG limit is required to be changed
to a more realistic value because it is directly related to the calculation method.

The barometer provided a large CAG standard deviation for route R1. In
agreement with the test track measurements, the altitudes were filtered with a
second order butterworth low-pass filter at a cut-off frequency of 0.3Hz. However,
the barometer in this constellation provided no sufficient method to characterize
the road gradients along a route.

Instead of a transient analysis, the CAG represents one parameter that char-
acterizes the altitude variation of a route by a robust value. Thus, the CAG of a
route represents the impact of the road grade on the emissions of the vehicle. In
figure 4.18 the distance specific NOx emissions of the Diesel vehicles V0, V1 and
V2 were plotted against the 95th percentile of the driving parameter v·apos for
each trip on routes R0, R1, R2 and R3. In order to compare the emissions of dif-
ferent vehicles, the NOx emissions were normalized at a v·apos95 value of 15 m2/s3.
Separately for each vehicle the NOx emissions were divided by the corresponding
NOx value at 15 m2/s3 of route R1 [Gallus2017].

All trips conducted on route R1 showed a rather linear trend with an R2 value of
0.64 as depicted by the regression line in figure 4.18. Only for trips with very large
v·apos95 values > 30 m/s2 the data show a strong scattering around the regression
line. As expected, the NOx emissions for routes R2 and R3 followed the trend
quite well because of a similar CAG compared to route R1, i.e. similar NOx

emissions were observed for similar driving dynamics (this conclusion was already
drawn for the driving style evaluation in chapter 4.1). For route R3 involving much
more hilly parts expressed by a larger CAG value, the NOx emissions occurred
explicitly above the regression line (red triangles). For these two trips the distance
specific NOx emissions were nearly twice as large as corresponding values from the
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Figure 4.18: NOx emissions plotted against the 95% percentile of the parameter
v·apos for different test routes. The linear regression was calculated for
all data points on route R1. Note that route R3 had a much larger
CAG value compared to the other routes. For better illustration,
NOx emissions were normalized at a value of 15 m2/s3 by dividing
the NOx emissions for each vehicle by the corresponding NOx value
at 15 m2/s3 of route R1 [Gallus2017].

other routes. To provide a more robust result, more tests on route R3 have to be
conducted with a larger variation of the driving dynamics [Gallus2017].

4.3.3.2 Segment Method

A segment method introduced by [Yazdani2012; Yazdani2014] was applied in order
to determine the road grade with a defined accuracy. The basis were altitude
data, e.g. obtained from GPS or Google data. Following the method each trip
was divided into segments of a constant length. It was important that every trip
started from the same position so that segments from different trips provide the
largest overlap. However, due to small variations in the trip distance (lane change,
inaccuracy of the signal etc.) a reference trip length was calculated by averaging
the total distance of all trips on each route. The cumulated distance for each
trip was corrected by this reference trip length in order to have a consistent trip
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length with the same number of segments. For every segment the road grade was
calculated using a linear regression through all collected altitude data. In this way
it was possible to combine several trips over the same route in order to increase
the statistical accuracy of the calculated road grade in each segment.

In this study, a segment length of 100m was chosen because it was found to
offer the best trade-off between the number of points per segment and the segment
length. Less data points per segment decreased the reliability of the calculated
road grade in each segment and very large segments smoothed out small road
grade changes.

The segment method was applied to six PEMS trips conducted by vehicle V3
on route R0 and to 17 trips conducted by vehicle V1 on route R1. Using 100m
segments routes R0 and R1 were separated into 818 and 860 segments with at
least 14 and 44 data points per segment, respectively. The cumulated distance
was calculated based on the velocity obtained from GPS data. In every segment,
the standard deviation of the slope parameter obtained from the linear regression
was calculated and the average value of all segments was defined as precision
[Yazdani2012]. The best precision value was found for the Google data with an
average precision of 0.29% (route R0) and 0.12% (route R1) for all segments. As
expected, GPS data provided worse precision values with 2.79% (route R0) and
1.57% (route R1). For comparison, in [Yazdani2014] the target precision was 0.5%
for a segment length of 80m, calculated from GPS data.

The accelerometer directly provided second-by-second road grade values. In
this case, the accelerometer road grade data were classified into the segments and
the average road grade per segment was calculated. The standard deviation in
each segment was comparable to the precision obtained from Google and GPS
data. The precision of the accelerometer resulted in 2.00% and 1.42% for routes
R0 and R1, respectively.

The segment method was applied to generate a road grade histogram for routes
R0 and R1. Figure 4.19 shows the covered distance (equivalent to the number of
segments multiplied by the segment length of 100m) plotted against the road
grade separated into 0.5% bins. The four plots represent the complete route as
well as each the urban, rural and motorway parts. The basis for the histograms
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were the Google altitude data due to the highest precision values. Urban, rural
and motorway parts were evaluated by the average velocity in each segment with
urban ≤ 60 km/h, rural > 60km/h and ≤ 90 km/h as well as motorway > 90km/h
[Gallus2017].

Route R1 had a symmetric shape indicating a balanced amount of flat and
steep uphill and downhill segments, also for each the urban, rural and motorway
part. Note that the histogram did not necessarily need to be symmetrical for
a closed cycle but the distance based sum of all road grades for the complete
test was supposed to be zero. On the other hand, route R1 showed an elevated
shift of the urban and rural parts to positive road grade values, indicating more
pronounced uphill segments, which was compensated by downhill segments in the
motorway part. For both routes, the urban part makes up the highest amount
of covered distance, which is strongly dependent on the urban velocity limit of
60 km/h [Gallus2017].

Figure 4.19 shows that the mean positive road grade of the complete trip is
about 1.56% for route R0 and 1.34% for route R1 which is theoretically equivalent
to an acceleration of 0.153 m/s2 and 0.131 m/s2, respectively (equation 4.3). For
comparison, the mean positive acceleration of all normal PEMS trips was around
0.5 m/s2 on average. For a rough estimate, road grade contributed to about 20 to
25% of the resulting acceleration of a trip.

4.3.3.3 Correlation with Exhaust Emissions

The segment method as explained above was applied to provide correlations be-
tween road grade values and emission data obtained from the PEMS. For a rea-
sonable correlation with the emission data, only cruising parts were considered,
i.e. data points with accelerations in the range of ±0.1 m/s2. This limitation
guarantees the emissions not to be influenced by acceleration events derived from
uphill or downhill driving.

Figure 4.20 shows the correlation of CO2 (upper figure) and NOx (lower figure)
emissions for the Diesel vehicle V1 on route R1 with road grade separated by
urban, rural and motorway parts. For this calculation, only segments with a
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Figure 4.19: Road grade histogram for routes R0 (upper figure) and R1 (lower
figure) for the complete route and separated into urban, rural and
motorway parts calculated from Google altitude data. The 95% per-
centile of all positive road grades for route R0 and R1 is at 4.3% and
3.9% road grade, respectively [Gallus2017].
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road grade standard deviation of at least 0.5% were considered corresponding to
more than 94% of all 863 segments. Cold start emissions were included in this
calculation because the cold start effect was not so significant for the CO2 and
NOx emissions (compare chapter 4.2). Additionally, data binning was performed
within 0.5% road grade intervals and was illustrated by the mean and standard
deviation of each segment [Gallus2017].

Both CO2 and NOx emissions increased with larger road grades for urban, rural
and motorway parts. In both cases the motorway emissions were highest based
on the condition that only cruising data points were considered. In previous stud-
ies, engine power demand was found to be linear with road grade [Yazdani2013;
Zhang2006] and fuel consumption was modelled by a linear function of the engine
power [Boriboonsomsin2009]. Thus, in this study emissions and road grade were
fitted by a linear regression line. Note that the individual test to test variability
within each road grade interval is substantial (up to 94% and 156% for CO2 and
NOx, respectively) as illustrated by the range bars.

The CO2 data showed a similar slope of the regression line for all three road
types. For a road grade change from 0% to 5% CO2 emissions increased for 81,
77 and 66% for urban, rural and motorway driving, respectively. For all three
road types a good coefficient of determination of 0.81, 0.82 and 0.93 was found,
respectively [Gallus2017].

In literature a parabolic correlation between fuel consumption and road grade
was assumed that showed a larger increase of around 130% between 0 and 5% road
grade [Boriboonsomsin2009]. By fitting a linear regression, this increase would
have been much closer to the results suggested in the present study. Additionally,
the deviation was further enhanced by a different total mass of the tested vehicles.
According to [Boriboonsomsin2009], 5% higher total mass led to an increase in
fuel consumption of 5 to 20% at 1 to 6% road grade, respectively.

NOx emissions also showed a clear correlation with road grade, the strongest
one was observed on the motorway and the lowest one for the urban part. This
result primarily derived from the formation of NOx under high engine temperature
operation during high speed driving on the motorway which was supported by
large road grades. As indicated by the linear regression line, the NOx increase
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Figure 4.20: Correlation of normalized CO2 (upper figure) and NOx (lower figure)
emissions of Diesel vehicle V1 on route R1 with road grade separated
by urban, rural and motorway parts evaluated only for cruising parts.
Data binning was performed within 0.5% road grade intervals and
depicted using larger markers and range bars, indicating the mean
and standard deviation, respectively [Gallus2017].
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from 0 to 5% road grade on the motorway accounted for 86% (R2 = 0.87). Urban
and rural driving showed a NOx increase of 94 and 115% (R2 = 0.56 and 0.69,
respectively) [Gallus2017].

Figure 4.21 shows the correlation of CO2 (upper figure) and PN (lower figure)
emissions for the gasoline vehicle V3 on route R0 with road grade separated by
urban, rural and motorway parts. For this calculation, only segments with a road
grade standard deviation of at least 0.5% and more than five data points were
considered, corresponding to more than 85% of all segments. The cold start was
excluded from the road grade analysis because cold start emissions were many
times larger than the post cold start emission (compare chapter 4.2). Thus, from
route R0 the first urban part that includes the complete cold start phase was
omitted. Additionally, in figure 4.21 data binning was performed within 0.5%
road grade intervals and was illustrated by the mean and standard deviation of
each segment.

Similar to figure 4.20 CO2 showed an increasing trend for urban, rural and
motorway parts with the highest emissions for motorway and followed by the
urban part. For a road grade change from 0% to 5% CO2 emissions increased
for 69, 72 and 45% for urban, rural and motorway driving, respectively, which is
slightly below Diesel CO2 results. The coefficient of determination for all three
road types with 0.78, 0.96 and 0.85, respectively, were comparable to Diesel values.
Note that the individual test to test variability within each road grade interval is
again substantial (up to 100%).

PN emissions showed an expected increasing trend of PN with road grade,
as well. The type of correlation is still unknown, however assuming a linear PN
correlation with road grade all three parts revealed strong outliers with tremendous
range bars up to 400%. Especially on the motorway, a large variation was observed
leading to a poor linear correlation with an R2 value of 0.17 (urban 0.54, rural
0.49). Based on the regression lines, the urban, rural and motorway PN increase
from 0 to 5% road grade accounted for 60, 92 and 79%, respectively, however,
these results only had qualitative expression.

An explanation for the elevated exhaust emissions was the tendency to higher
engine loads from flat to uphill driving. Figure 4.22 shows the engine torque
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Figure 4.21: Correlation of normalized CO2 (upper figure) and PN (lower figure)
emissions of the gasoline vehicle V3 on route R0 with road grade
separated by urban, rural and motorway parts evaluated only for
cruising parts. Data binning was performed within 0.5% road grade
intervals and depicted using larger markers and range bars, indicating
the mean and standard deviation, respectively.
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plotted against engine speed for flat segments with road grade between -1 and
+1% (upper figure) and for uphill segments (road grade > 1%). This figure is
based on results from vehicle V1 but is representative for all vehicles. Only data
points with a limited acceleration between -1 and 1 m/s2 were considered for this
evaluation. For both frequency distribution maps, binning was performed with
engine speed steps of 50/min and engine torque steps of 5Nm. The frequency of
each bin was plotted on the z-axis. Additionally the maximum torque curves that
could be provided by the engine were depicted as dashed line [Gallus2017].

The most frequented points for flat segments were concentrated in a small area
below 60Nm engine torque and engine speed below 1800/min. For cruising on a
flat road only a small amount of engine power (≈3.5kW) was required. In this
driving condition, the engine has to compensate the rolling resistance and air
friction at a constant velocity (cf. equation 2.1). Assuming a standard air density
of 1.23 kg/m3 and an average velocity of 15 m/s (cf. chapter 4.1) the theoretical
engine power demand was about 3.83kW which is in-line with the experimental
results.

Uphill segments with more than 1% road grade showed a clear shift of the most
frequented areas to higher torques. A three times higher torque led to a three
times higher power demand of the engine, which was likely the main reason for
the elevated emissions at larger road grades [Gallus2017].

Figure 4.23 shows the cumulated NOx and PN emissions relative to road grade
segments separated into urban, rural and motorway parts. Again only data points
with a limited amount of acceleration (within ± 0.1 m/s2) were considered. Re-
garding PN the cold start was excluded by omitting the first urban part that
included the cold start phase completely. For better illustration, the road grade
was binned into 0.5% steps and depicted as larger symbols. Additionally, the
corresponding number of data points within each bin is shown.

The upper plot shows that most Diesel NOx emissions occurred at moderate
road grades. For all urban, rural and motorway parts 60% of the NOx emissions
were observed for rather flat segments between -1 and 1% which also made up
around 60% of all segments for route R1 (compare figure 4.19). Note that this
result was strongly dependent on the chosen route profile. 90% of the NOx was
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Figure 4.22: Frequency distribution maps for urban cruising and flat segments
between -1 and +1% (upper figure) and larger than 1% road grade
(lower figure), based on results from vehicle V1. The dashed line
indicates the maximum torque curve [Gallus2017].
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Figure 4.23: Correlation of cumulated NOx obtained from vehicle V1 on route
R1 (upper figure) [Gallus2017] and PN emissions from vehicle V4
on route R0 (lower figure) with road grade separated by urban, ru-
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emitted below 2.8 (urban) and 2% road grade. A fraction of 35 to 38% of all
NOx emissions occurred during downhill driving, i.e. road grade values < -1%
[Gallus2017].

Cumulated PN emissions showed a very similar trend to NOx, as depicted in
the lower plot of figure 4.23. The spreading of urban, rural and motorway data
was larger than for NOx which is a characteristic of route R0 and due to a non-
equal share of the different parts (compare table 2.3). However, similar to the NOx

results around 50% of all PN emissions appeared for flat segments while downhill
driving contributed between 20 (rural) and 40% (urban) to total PN emissions.
The 90% percentile of the PN emissions was observed between 3 and 3.5% road
grade.

In summary, the segment method showed a good way to enhance and quantify
the accuracy of road grade measurements. The reference Google data as well as
results obtained via the accelerometer provided precisions far below 0.5%. As
an independent altitude data source, GPS is preferred in the upcoming RDE
legislation, however, GPS was found to be limited in its altitude accuracy and
probably many more repetitions on the same route are necessary to achieve a
precision below 0.5%. Based on Google altitude data, more than half of the NOx

and PN emissions were found for flat segments and 90% below 2 to 2.8% (NOx)
or 3 to 3.5% (PN) road grade. Thus, using this method, a road grade limitation
could be proposed as a boundary condition for the RDE regulation. Based on the
present results, the introduction of a 3% road grade limit would cover around 90%
of the NOx and PN emissions and thus represent a reasonable boundary for an
RDE compliant route.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusions

In the Euro-6d legislation RDE will be implemented including the regulation of
NOx and PN emissions measured by a PEMS. On-road emissions were found to
depend on a variety of parameters, in the present study the impact of driving
style, cold start and road grade on on-road exhaust emissions was investigated.

The validation of the PEMS was conducted on a chassis dynamometer in par-
allel to laboratory equipment including a variety of vehicles and test cycles. The
deviation of CO2 and NOx results measured by the PEMS were below 15% com-
pared to corresponding test cell data. The PN PEMS showed a limit of detection
of 1·1010 km−1, which is far below the Euro-6 Diesel PN emissions limits of 6·1011.
In the test cell a good correlation was determined with a systematic deviation of
around 20% in comparison to a PMP compliant reference set-up. Simultaneous
soot measurements were conducted using a PM PEMS both in the test cell and
during on-road testing with similar PN-to-soot ratios in the range of 1·1012 to
2·1012 mg−1. Both PEMS devices demonstrated the suitability and reliability for
on-road operation.

Diesel and gasoline test vehicles were equipped with a PEMS set-up and nu-
merous on-road tests were conducted. An RDE compliant test route was created
and numerous on-road test trips have been conducted including gaseous and PN
measurements. Several driving parameters were chosen in order to character-
ize different driving styles. The acceleration based parameters RPA, MPA and
v·apos95 showed a good separation of severe from normal trips. The comparison to
reference values obtained from the WLTC and from FOT data proved the normal
PEMS trips to be representative for normal driving. In urban districts the re-
peatability of on-road tests was naturally strongly affected by randomly changing
traffic situations.
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The driving style had a strong impact on CO2 and NOx emissions of Diesel
vehicles. Severe trips characterized by larger RPA, MPA and v·apos95 values gen-
erated elevated CO2 and NOx emissions compared to normal trips. Especially
NOx emissions were sensitive to the driving style, a 100% higher RPA value re-
sulted in an almost four-fold elevation of NOx. Thus, for the RDE regulation,
non-normal driving needs to be excluded by appropriate driving parameter limits,
such as v·apos95.

On-road PN emission data were within the range of realistic laboratory cycle
and literature values. On the motorway, severe driving resulted in a PN increase
of up to one order of magnitude while urban driving was hardly affected. On
the RDE compliant route a classification of soft, normal and severe driving was
expressed by different PN emission levels with a large contribution of the cold
start phase.

The on-road cold start effect was investigated in terms of PN and gaseous
emissions for a large range of ambient temperatures. The end of the cold start
was defined to be reached at an engine temperature of 70°C and the cold start
phase was found to endure significantly longer at low ambient temperatures in
terms of duration and travelled distance.

The gaseous emissions showed controversial cold start behaviours for the inves-
tigated Diesel vehicles. Euro-4 CSEE and cold start emissions decreased linearly
with lower ambient temperatures and the results were generally in-line with lit-
erature values. For the Euro-5 vehicle no significant cold start NOx and HC
temperature trends could be determined. Only CO CSEE and cold start emis-
sions decreased for lower ambient temperatures. This result was not explained by
the literature and remained unexplained. However, CO2, CO and HC emissions
for both vehicles were significantly higher during the cold start phase compared
to the post cold start phase. Especially CO and HC emissions showed two to ten
times higher cold start values, which emphasizes the important role of the cold
start for these pollutants also for on-road driving.

For a Euro-5 DI gasoline vehicle, a large PN cold start peak was found that
was more pronounced for low ambient temperatures, ranging from 5·1012 to
1.5·1013 km−1 within a temperature range of 8 to 28°C. The contribution of PN
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emissions during cold engine operation was smaller than in previous NEDC stud-
ies which could be explained by longer and stronger acceleration events during
on-road driving. Generally, the cold start results were in-line with previous stud-
ies reported from laboratory tests and indicated the significance of the cold start,
especially for low ambient temperatures. Thus, the cold start is included in the
upcoming Euro-6d regulation of on-road PN emissions.

Route characteristics of four different routes were investigated applying the
parameter CAG. Routes with a similar CAG value showed NOx emissions in the
same range for constant driving dynamics. One route had a more than double as
high cumulated altitude gain value because of many uphill and downhill sections.
For similar v·apos95 values, the NOx emissions nearly doubled compared to the
other routes with moderate cumulated altitude gain values. A filtering and a
subsequent strong smoothing process as implemented in the RDE regulation draft
led to much lower CAG values as compared to the direct calculation method.
Based on these test results, the current RDE regulation method for calculating
the CAG straightly underestimated the real CAG value for each route due to a too
strong smoothing process. The regulated limit value of 1200m/100km is strongly
coupled to the RDE calculation method. Thus, for the method presented in this
study a different CAG limit value would be required.

Based on Google altitude data, road grade was calculated utilizing a segment
method with an average precision of 0.13%. CO2 and NOx emissions showed a
linear correlation with road grade for all urban, rural and motorway parts. The
step from 0 to 5% road grade led to a CO2 increase of 65 to 81% and a NOx

increase of 85 to 115%, depending on the road type. Larger emissions at higher
road grades could be explained by more frequent high engine load points. The
results showed the strong dependency of exhaust emissions on road gradients for
on-road driving. Based on the presented segment method, road grade is able to
be implemented as a boundary condition in the RDE regulation. However, the
suggested GPS data need to be substituted by a more precise data source, such
as external reference data or an accelerometer. Otherwise the necessary accuracy
for road grade determination is likely not possible.
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